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practically at war

A large portion of the civilized world must have been
listening to President Roosevelt's talk Saturday night, and
everybody cognizant with the English language must have
understood what the nation's Chief Executive said. For the
benefit of other nationalities translations were given. He told
his millions of listeners that the sympathies of the United
States are firmly linked Great Britain, Greece, China and
other countries which are steadfastly opposing the Axis
lowers. He told the world that material aid in the way of
money, munitions and other supplies were forwarded to those
nations five minutes after the signing of the Lease-Lend Bill,
and that this assistance will go forward in ever increasing
quantities. He did not mention American convoys or expedi
tionary forces, and his listeners were left to guess at the
manner in which war munitions and food supplies are to
reach their destination. The Axis powers have made it only
too evidei# that ^Jthey will make every effort to destroy every
ship carrying aid to Great Britain, regardless of who is doing
the convoying, and sympathetic America must be prepared to
hear of many much-needed cargoes being sent to the bottom
within the next few months.
Will there be another “A.E.F."? Promises made before
the Presidential Election said "NO!” Promises made during
the bitter debate on the Lend-Lease Bill said “No” with equal
euipha is. To what extent may those promises be kept, irrepectiv? cf the sincerity in which they were made. In this fate
ful ' '-ar when democracy is at stake, when the threat of wear
ing a German ycke loems so vividly what man can say that the
exigencies of the situation may demand? President Roose
velt has spoken, openly, sincerely and—defiantly. It amounts
many believe, tc an oral declaration of war, for it was "fight
ing talk," and Germany is in a fighting mood, with undoubted
confidence as the background of its threats.

ADOLF HITLER'S PREDICTION
' England is doomed!” declared Hitler in his Sunday ad
dress, predicting the fall of that country during 1941. It
might almost seem that the German chancellor’s prophecy
might apply more aptdy to a country lying on the same side
of the Channel as England.

WARNED OF SACRIFICES
The last day for filing individual income taxes has come
and gone, and the sigh of relief which one hears is nation
wide. March 15, 1842, will come swiftly and with it unques
tionably, a more acute realization of what it costs to pre
pare for war. President Roosevelt Saturday night warned of
sacrifices which must be made, and it is not too early to begin
preparing for an eventuality destined to be the severest the
country has ever known. Many of us would like to be as
sured that the eventuality will concern dollars rather than
bombs.

SENATOR MAKES VARSITY
(Bangor Daily News)
Appointment of Senator Ralph O. Brewster of Maine to
the special Senate Committee of six organized to make a
sweeping inquiry into production contracts and personnel of
the defense drive, puts the junior senator from this state in
one of the key positions in national defense. Less than three
months after entering the upper house, it means Senator
Brewster’s unusual gifts have already won him the respect
and admiration of his colleagues.
For his home State, with its tradition of strong men in
both houses of Congress, this recognition accorded Senator
Brewster will have its practical as well as sentimental value.
This northeast outpost of Democracy is very much concerned
in the efficiency of the defense drive. A Republican state, it
was overwhelmingly in favor of aid to Britain and this feel
ing was reflected in the votes of both its Republican senators
in favor of the lend-lease bill.
With Senator Wallace H. White. Jr., on the foreign affairs
committee, and Senator Brewster on the naval affairs com
mittee. the voice of this state is heard in two of the most
powerful bodies concerned with the defense of our way of life.
Tins new post fcr Senator Brew-ster takes us right into the
heait o! the production problem, which must succeed it our
aid to Britain is effective, and our own preparation complete.
Fcr Senator Brewster's success lies in the fact that his roots
are deeply embedded in his home state and he finds strength
and inspiration in keeping alive his knowledge of the desires
and feelings of his constituents.
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I incolnville Couple Observed

Ninth Wedding Anniversary
Sunday in Camden
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Mr and Mts Robert Harvey of
’■incolnville were happily surprised
Sunday night when they were
uthered into the Wadsworth Inn
room at Camden to find 20
their friends ready to help them
celebrate their ninth wedding anni ver; ary.
Appetites were sharpened by
&rcup ringing led by David Crock
et with Mrs. Bernard Kright ac
companying. The table was at-•actively arranged w^th St. Ptat-
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During the vacation period of the
Public Schools of St. George a Manuul Arts Division of the Lillius Gilchrest Grace Institute will be opened
Oniy to students of achool age.
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Owl’s Head
AOTO8S VALUI

•KINS
CAMDEN. ME.
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Town Meeting
The Board of Selectmen of
Owl’s Head have designated
-------•March ’4 as the day for their
annual town meeting. This noDee is to correct a previous date,
unofficially stated in Saturday’s
Paper.
•

rick decorations and favors. The
buffet turkey supper appropriately
ended with a wedding cake pre
sented the bride.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. R. Scott Knight. Mr and Mrs.
Bernard Knight Mr. and Mrs.
Cranston Dean. Mr. and Mrs. Cedrick Holloway, Mr. and Mts.
Charles Faulkingham of Lincoln
ville; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoffses
of Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Higgins. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Good
win and Mr. ar.d Mrs. Shirley
Barbour of Rcckland; Miss Thelma
Woodman and diaries Wentworth
of Waterville.
Heading the list of Hebron Acad
emy students who won honors in
the second semester was Paul Mo
ran of Rockland, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E.C. Moran. Jr. and a Sopho
more at the Academy. Young Moman has been listed as an honor
student ever since he entered the
HebBon School.

Band Mother’s Club
“UNIFORM”
Benefit Show
Friday, March 21, 8 P. M.
High School Auditorium
Featuring GEORGIA MAE
Radio's Sweetest Personality
fY^nris Powers, Roller Skating
Wizard and the Mystery Woman
GRAND AMATEUR CONTEST
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THE STATE PRISON AS IT IS TODAY

VOTERS HAVE THEIR SAY
Rockport Town Meeting a Brief Session-

Institution At Thomaston Has Taken High

Union Accepts a Legacy-Four-Ballot

Rating—Inmates Taking Advantage of

Contest at South Thomaston

Educational Opportunities

APPLETON

[EDITORIAL]

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 18, 1941

Third selectman's office was the
bone of contention in the Appleton
elections yesterday. In a threecornered contest, the principals were
A. G. Pitman, B. R. Miller and
Lawrence Moody, but on the sec
ond ballot the latter withdrew,
leaving the field for a Miller victory
by 17 votes—Pitman had 31 and
the winner, 48.
Harold Nutter again swung the
gavel as moderator. No opposition
was launched against these candi
dates: First selectman, H. C. Edge
comb; second selectman, O. T.
Keene; road commissioners, L. N.
Moody, L. A. Mitchell, and Harold
Wadsworth; treasurer, L. J. Hall;
clerk, Joseph Moody; school com
mittee, Aubrey Fuller; tax collector,
R. J. Quhee.
Larger by about $1000 were the
appropriations over those of last
year. State Aid road construction
will receive $799.50; schools, $4000;
repairs and insurance, $300; support
of poor, $1500; roads and bridges,
$1550; maintenance State Aid reads.
$50; maintenance third class roads,
$600; patrol, $350.
Snow removal, $500 ;town ex
pense , $400; town officers, $800;
town debt, $150; Memorial Day, $10;
street lights, $200; cutting bushes,
$50; control of White pine blister
rust, $100; purchase of snow fence,
$100; auditing, $50; Community
hall, $100.
It was voted to pay for snow re
moval by the hour.
A fair attendance and calm at
mosphere marked the day.

ROCKPORT
A record for speed was set at the
Rockport town meeting where at
11.30 the municipal slate was totally
cleared after a session of harmoni
ous dispatch. Several of the offi
cers were unopposed for re-election,
in which list were: Russel Thurs
ton as moderator; Lida Champney,
clerk; C. P. Wentworth, treasurer
and tax collector; Maynard Thom
as, school committee; Henry T.
Carleton, road commissioner.
The only contests were in the of
fice of selectmen, second and third;
First Selectman Arthur K. Walker
maintained his top position for the
13th year without a breach of com
petition. J. J. Dunbar running for
second place, garnered 95 votes, his
oponents being Irvin Cain with 41
and Russell Thurston, 32. George
Crockett was elected third select
man by 175 votes to C. S. Gardner’s
9. C. E. Rhodes will serve as fire
inspector.
There were few differences to
straighten out, the major one being
the question of buying a new fire
truck. It was finally voted to ex
pend a sum not to exceed $6000 for
the purchase of a fire engine, this
amount to be raised by a loan and
with a committee of three to act in
conjunction with the selectmen in
this matter. On the committee are
Herbert Crockett. C. E. Rhodes and
E. Stewart Orbeton.
Supt. George J. Cumming who is
making a transfer to Houlton, re
ceived an ovation for his past serv
ices in the schools of Rockport, and
responded with appreciative senti
ments.
•
A budget committee was elected
thus:' C. E. Gregory, E. Stewart
Orbeton. Maynard Ingraham, May
nard Graffam. Frank Priest. Irvin
Cain, Charles Ingraham, George
Lane. Vesper Hall, Harold Buzzell,
Henry Kontio and Bert Gregory.
Appropriations were in this order;
Schools, $16,000; road and bridge
work—general fund, $3000; Hope
street, $200. Main street from Park
street. $300, Beech street $500;
Franklin street, $100;
cutting
bushes, $400; sidewalks — general
fund $400, Rockville, $200, West
Rockport. $200; breaking roads,
$2100; sidewalk snow removal, $600;
maintenance State and State Aid
highways, $1300.
Stare aid road construction, $1200;
salaries and incidentals, $1800;
child welfare, $1700; support of
poor. $6000; Board of Health. $200:
Memorial Day expenses, $90; out
standing bills, $700; interest on
town debt. $1400; municipal water.
$4000; electric lights, $300; library.,
$500, Mrs. Lida G. Champney re
elected to committee; Fire Depart
ment. $2200; cemeteries, Rockport,
$425. West Rockport, $200, Glen
Cove. $100, Rockville, $100; 50-50
roads. $500; aid of blind, $50; pub
lic health nursing. $100; tarring and
resurfacing roads. $3000 by assess
ment and $500 by loan; basement
wall repair on town hall. $200; Vet
erans Aid, $700; recompense Town
of Camden for use of emergency
ambulance. $100; maintenance third
class road. $599.
Night watchman. $500; town hall
free for school purposes. $200; ad
vertising natural resources, $100;
Garden Club. $50; removing limbs
from shade trees, $150; WPA proj
ects. $1000 by assessment and $25uo
by loan; purchase ol calcium chlor
ide, $250.
Acceptance was made of the

Mary Smart property located be
tween the Town Hall and E. A.
Champney's Studio, this being a
gift from the St. Mary's School of
Concord. N. H.
Welfare of children, as well as
adults, had a part in the Rockport
town meeting, for the citizens voted
to set aside two streets for sliding
in the Winter, the selectmen to
specify the streets.

I

SOUTH THOMASTON

UNION
Well governed and well satisfied
with that government appears to
describe the municipal picture in
Union where every officer went
back into power with no one to say
him "nay.” Wilbur Thurston was
elected to the school committee,
the only new name on the roster
which is made up of these re-elect
ed citizens; H. L. Grinnell, Will
Cobb Perry- and W. George Payson
as selectmen, assessors, overseers of
the poor and road commissioners;
Clarence Leonard, clerk and treas
urer; Grevis F. Payson, tax col
lector.
It was voted to “accept a be
quest under the will of the late
Francis E. Thompson of Arlington,
Mass., the bequest being 10 per
cent of 70 percent of the rest, resi
due and remainder of his estate
held by the trustees of the will, and
payable to Union, one year after
death of his widow, the bequest as
in the will, 'Ten percent to the
town, to be used to build a Town
Hall and community center as a
memorial to my parents, Augustine
and fiarah S. Thompson,” the 10
percent to be held as a separate
fund, the income only to be used
in maintenance of said building.”
The bulk of the day's discussion
revolved about whether or no to
buy a fire fighting apparatus. Rep
resentatives from fire companies
were out in full force to explain
their wares but despite this pres
sure, the Union residents persist in
their determination to make haste
slowly and accordingly appointed a
committee to further investigate
the matter and report at the next
town meeting.
No action was taken on the ques
tion of establishing a town farm,
nor did the voters approve of spend
ing money for white pine blister
control or advertising natural re
sources. Despite these “pass overs,”
however, the appropriations total
ling $24,252.50 exceeded by $930
those of a year ago.
Some of the purposes for which
Union money will be expended are:
Schools, $7850; support Of poor,
$2500; roads and bridge^, $300 plus
(Continued on P*fe Twoi
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“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Reporter

More than 420 million handker
chiefs valued by factories at $20.000.000 are made in the U. S. each
year.—Retail florists enjoyed a big
year in 1939 with total sales
amounting to $149,000,000. This was
51 percent greater than for 1935.
—.Nearly 18 million pairs of leather
dress gloves are made each year In
American factories.

I

Guided by the skilled hand and
quiet voice of G. Clifford Putnam
as moderator town meeting passed
off without casualties if you ex
cept the work which was required
by the town hall janitor in clear
ing the floor of votes afteT four
ballots had been cast for selectman.
Eugene F. Harrington was con
tinued in force as town clerk, and
for the eleventh consecutive year
that well known and efficient
townsman, Sidney O. Hurd, was
named as chairman of the board.
Frank R. Maloney, who has occu
pied third position on the board the
past year, took a fling at second
place, but was defeated by Allard
Pierce 50 to 15. Three candidates
sought the lower berth—Andrew ,
Anderson, Frank R. Maloney and ,
Louis M Simmons. Majority vote
did not come until the fourth bal
lot, which stood thus: Anderson 47,
Maloney 35, Simmons 7.
Randall R. Hopkins was elected
treasurer and tax collector and
Margaret Elwell was re-elected to
the school committee for three
years.
Into the budget for the coming
year were written these appropria
tions:
Town government, $1200; protec
tion of persons and property, $75;
health and sanitation; $25; ways
and bridges, $1000; public welfare,
$1000; elementary schools, $2500;
schoolhouse repairs, $200; school
administration, $190.
Painting town hall, $100; State
aid road, $799.50; snow fence, $50:
liability insurance on town-owned
truck, $28.80; school nursing, $86;
redemption of notes and bonds,
$500; interest. $275.
Special resolve highway, $204;
Federal Surplus Pood Stamp Plan,
$200; repairing and painting Spruce
Head bridge, $100; maintenance of
third alass highway, $183; child
welfare, $600; lighting Town Hall,
$12; repairing sidewalk near L
Simmons estate, $50; maintaining
Georges River road, $310; public
health work. $45; miscellaneous,
$350; schoolhouse insurance, $105.
The budget committee for the
coming year comprises Scott A.
Rackliff, G. B. Butler, S. O. Hurd,
zxllard Pierce, Andrew Anderson,
Randall Hopkins, Eugene F. Har
rington, Ralph Tyler, James Wil
liams, Isabelle Jackson, Margaret
Elwell and Eizabeth Mitchell.

TUESDAY

A postcard from Walter W. Morse
Indicates that he is having a fine
time down in St. Petersburg, Fla„
playing golf with his friend Tom
Dreier, and longing for Maine.
Wonder if he caught any fish like
those shown on the souvenir card?

Next Thursday is the 2Cth anni
versary of the great grass fire
which swept from the City Farm to
Glen Cove, destroying a number of
buildings. Its like had never been
seen in this section of the State.
Tlie Maine Development Commis
sion tells us that there are far more
deer in Maine than there were
nearly 100 years ago when Thoreau,
tne noted naturalist, visited the
State and then consoles us with the
statement that there is still plenty
of elbow room in Maine where there
is on an average of less than 22 per
sons per square mile.

Frank M. Tibbetts of the Post
Office staff hands me a Thorndike
Hotel menu printed in 1861, when
G. W. Hodges was proprietor.
That was 10 years before the ad
vent of the Knox & Lincoln Rail
road. Steamboat service was be
ing furnished by the Daniel Web
ster and Menemon Sanford, and
stages were running to and from
Portland, Bangor and Augusta.
"The good, old days."
On a Main street store window is
rather an unusual sign. It reads
(with the letters in a slightly dif
ferent order—
NG | ER | SI |
What is the name of the con
cern?

T"""

SR;

"Has anyone a hobby like this?”
writes Mrs. John H. Andrews of
Rockport. “When I was a child I
bought a sofa pillow cover and
learned to embroider the stamped
pattern on it which read “Daisies
won’t tell." I began at once to tear
up letters and placing them in this
cover. It took some time to get
much of a pillow, but today it
weighs 135 pounds. There is still
room for more letters, so If anyone
writes me, she may be sure of where
it will land.”
Charles W. Lee is interested in
the d'seussion concerning the FiveStep Schottische. Used to dance it
in Willoughby Hall.

One year ago: Charles S.
Maxey, Central Maine meter man,
completed 30 years' service and
went
on retired list.—Winslow-Hol
i
brook Post celebrated 21st anniver
sary of American Legion with Col.
E. A. Robbins of Camden as guest
speaker.—Butch Wooster was the
winner of a boxing match in Flor
ida and received a special prize of
$100.—Capt. James Betts died In
Camden.—Miss Eva Rogers was
elected president of Baraca Class
of the Methodist Church—Charles
S. Coughlin was appointed super
visor of the Third District of the
Sea and Shore Fisheries —Cassie L.
Feyler, 87, died in Waldoboro —WUUpper picture,—Inmates marching to the noonday mess.
liam A. Bessey. 74, died in Union.—
Middle picture,—making the best of their enforced stay. The new schoolroom.
Alton Hall Blackington gave his
Lower picture,—operating room and prison despensary.
fascinating
lecture
“Turquoise
The State Prison is to most of ;he has been deep in work to bet all materials used and time ex Trails” at the Community Build
us just a huge set of brick build ter the entire institution, and has pended on the job. Every job. as ing.
ings with barred windows, and gathered about him men who are a result of this system has put
nothing more. The persons inside 1 heartily in favor of his methods every shop in the prison on a pay
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
it are unknown to us and for a andi work with him to the limit. ing basis, somthing that had never
W I had rny life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
large part, forgotten by the gen The result has been amazing in before been done.
and listen to some music at
The method of receiving new poetry
eral public. Last week this prison the efficiency of shop work, hand
least once a week The loss of these
tastes ls a lose of happiness.—Charles
sprang into national prominence ling of the inmates, and discipline. prisoners has been greatly changed. Darwin
as one of the leading penal insti The shops, of which there are No man is allowed to bring any
THE OLD MILL
tutions in the nation, ranked fifth many, including the harness shop, personal belongings with him from Here from the brow of the hili. I look.
in a survey conducted by the wood working and furniture de the outside and all cash has been Through a lattice of boughs and
leaves.
American Prison Association out partment. tin shop, the plant where taken from the hands of inmates On the
old gracy mill with Its gambrel
the state motor vehicle license and a canteen check system sub
of 44 prisons inspected.
roof.
And
the
on Its rotting eaves.
There must be a reason for the plates are manufactured as well stituted with the cash staying as a I hear themoss
clatter that Jars Itn walls'.
credit
in
the
office.
Every
new
in

rise of this institution in national as all metal road signs and the
And the rushing water's sound.
penal circles and for every reason tailor shop where all Prison gar mate is interviewed by the classi And Ifallsee the black floats rise and
there must be a man. or men be ments are made and suits tailored fication office and assigned to the As the wheel goes slowly round.
hind it and it is of this man, his that discharged prisoners are work that he is best fitted for. I rode there often when I was young
When the prisoner meets the classi With my grist on the horse before.
assistants and their program that given.
And talked with Nelly, the miller's
fication
officer, there is no bluff
Since his arrival at the Thom
girl,
this story is written.
I waited my turn at the door
Long in stature and long in ac aston institution the warden has ing his way through. His entire As
And while she tossed her ringlets
brown.
complishment is an apt description been responsible for many improve record is before that officer and
And flirted and chatted so free.
of John H. Welch, the present war ments, among them the present governs his decision. This officer The
wheel might stop or the wheel
might go.
den who has been in office since cost-production system employed I works in close touch with other
July 19. 1937. The stautre con in the shops, supplanting the for State institutions in this and in It was all th same to me.
'Tls twenty years since last I stood
sists of six feet four inches, jutting mer method of estimates. Every ’ other States as well as the F. B. I., On
the spot where I stand today;
skyward on a well proportioned job that comes into the Prison and can often tell the prisoner And Nelly ls wed, and the miller ls
dead,
frame; the accomplishments, are shops goes through the production things about his past that he him And the
mill and I are gray.
But both, until we fall into ruin
his record as high sheriff of office and is figured on a cost basis, self had forgotten.
A separate dining room has been To ourwreck.
Aroostook County and the build then assigned to the correct shop
fortune of toll are bound'
constructed
for inmates with And the man goes, and the stream
ing up of the Prison to its present along with a production job ticket
flows.
high standard.
I that follows it until the work is social diseases that they may not And the wheel moves slowly round.
(Continued on Page Three)
Since his arrival at the latter, 4 completed, and carries an entry
—Thomas Duaa English
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MAINE IN WASHINGTON
I From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)

Men Of Other Days
Iree Member Tells of Citi
zens Who Were Familiar
on Rockland Streets

ers possible We guarantee you’ll
see a bout that will have ycu asking
for a retun match even before the
bout is over.
Billy Lancaster vs. Al Buck.
K. O. Brierly vs. Eddie Barry.
Cracker Favreau over at Fort
Levett tells us he has quite a few
boys who have been training the
past few weeks, and would like to
show them here, so we’ll see what
the soldier boys who used to box
here, can do now.
Lester Staple.? will meet Al Woos
ter. Charlie Wooster will go against
Slasher Porter <our own cne-man
I revolution). And Happy Skinnei
meeting Joe Walker of Belfast in
the opener.
Management of Park Street
Arena —Hal” McLeod and “Chum*my” Gray.

TALK OF THE TOWN Forfeits Posted
The Nurses Alumnae Association
wlll meet Wednesday night at 7.30.
at the Bok Home for Nurses .

Por the vision is yet for an ap
There might at first glance seem - products and this development illuspointed time . . . though it tarry,
little
connection between peanuts trates again hew intimately our
Murray Smith cf Camden, district
wait for it; because it will surely
and
potatoes
but Congressman Fel- whole economic structure is now
deputy grand master, and his mar
come, it will not tarry.—Hab. 2: 3.
lows of the Third Maine District tied up together. A tremendous ex(By Iree Member)
shal, Leon Stinson, made an offi
and the two Maine Senators were pansion in shipbuilding and ship
Remember Arthur (A B ) Crock cial visit Monday night at Knox
forcibly reminded of the associa- services seems assuredly in prosBook Review
Lodge. I.O.O.F.
tion this past week when Congress pect and Maine hopes to continue ett's stable? A. B. was a brother
of A. F.. “Big Al” and Amos Frank
(By K. S. F.)
j passed a measure at the instigation to get its share.
At the meeting of Ander<on Aux' of southern interests in behalf of
Plans are being laid for a proper Crockett. These men were all well ,1 ary temerrow night, the pas';
Petunia Pump, a novel by Irvine ' the peanut farmers of the country. celebration of the inauguration of known 'Rockland business men.
presidents will cccupy the chairs,
Oraff. Publishers. M S. Mill Co .
To those to whom peanuts simply the new shipyard at South FortCharles Barnard also had a horse and the Sons will be special guests.
mean a circus it will be interesting land now engaged in building
Inc., New York.
mart, located right back of the old The Auxiliary is celebrating its 26th
This absorbing, though simpl .* to know that the peanut production freighters under the direction of
Farwell Opera House. There one anniversary, and a large attend
every-day lifelike tale, is entranc- of the country has increased from William S. Newell of Bath. Comance is hoped for. Supper, to be
mittees have been constituted and
ingly human in its movement 400.000 tons in 1933 to 8CO.OOO tons the Maine delegation are being in could hire a team, buy or sell a served at 6 o’clock, will be under the
through the chapters that sing in 1940 with an increase of approxi vited to participate in the observ horse, trade a Bangor buggy for a direction of Mrs. Joseph Hamlin.
along in a solo flight of rare en mately 50 percent in acreage.
cf Newell Day on May tenth grocery wagon or buy a whip or
Meanwhile consumption of pea ance
counters with interesting neigh
The remarkable faculty which
when it is expected that citizens a harness.
Perhaps a little yam w’ill be of Mrs. Frederick E Radie of New
borly personalities. It is centered nuts lies cn y increased from 390,- will gather at South Portland from
in a Maine village. Rather a ten CO; tons to 444.000 tons which means all over to Maine to witness the interest right here. Many readers Haven has for winning prizes was
der little story of a twin girl be a lot ct peanuts have no place to remarkable transformation in re will, I am sure, recall that there again demonstrated recently when
used to be a plank roadway between she won the Nash Motor car offered
reft of her sister who was killed go except to oil.
cent months.
the seed store of Edwin Frohock— by the Old Dutch Cleanser. She
in an. accident and she must make
The result is the peanut bill ,
later the Al Hahn Store—and Far- had previously won a motor car, and
her life. She was told to “agree which puts peanuts on a parity Quoddy Power House
to anything you are asked to do with cotton, wheat, corn and tobac- j The N.Y A. schflol at Quoddy is well Opera House. This plank walk among other prizes five Victrolas.
for the next six months” and see co in the happy combination of the constantly expanding and training extended well back and a small Mrs. Radie was formerly Miss Helen
more boys in more trades. This house was located qn the left hand Perry of Rcckland.
south and west.
what you will see
This will probably not worry school serves as a model for the I side (going In) and said house was
The Petunia Pump is the vil
lage well, enclosed in a quaint Maine people particularly as pea- country and boys from all over New occupied by the late Dexter Meser
“A Dcuble Header: Two Home
little cabin framework with boxes nuts are not a particularly import- England and New York are here vey at one time. “Deck”, as he was Runs’ reads the card issued by
usually spoken of, was a famous President A. E. Brunberg of the
of blossoming petunias all around ant part of the Maine diet but it getting a taste of Maine life
wrestler, either at “arms length,*' Baptist Men's League, referring to
the several sides forming a pretty is most educational as to how these
“Side hold” “The backs" or “Catch Thursday night's meeting. Joseph
and attractive picture in the vil things go.
tt
The bill provides that a national
“For God and Country
as catch can” and he was chief ex E. Blaisdell will speak on “New
lage green
ponent of "The Lincolnville Cant,” Schools for New Times," and F. A
A story simple, clean and absorb marketing program may^ be insti- j
ing* not^too easy to find in these i
locally, at least. Tall, raw boned Winslow will have for his subject
eligible producers and that there
and as muscular as a panther he “Wanderings — and Wonderings."
problem days.
K. S. F.
after strict control shall be insti
was a real champion as “rassling ’ The card asks members to take a
Wild Harvest, a novel by Vingie tuted regarding acreage planted
was done in those days. He was guest.
E. Roe. Publishers, M S. Mill Co., with » 'Jf> per cent cut in acreage
also a well known fiddler and the
the first year and that thereafter
Charles Hcttenstein, an employe
inc.. New York.
way he could cuff the ears off cf
in any control year the government
of
Lawrence Portland Cement Com
“Arkensaw Traveler” was a delight
This story carries one into the may loan up to 50 percent of the
pany,
received a compound fracture
A
man
named
Rhoades
moved
to
Oklahoma stampede for home parity price on the peanuts with
of
the
left leg Saturday when a
Rockland.
He
was
a
wrestler,
too
steading. when all those years the peanuts as the sole security—
grab
bucket
on a portable crane
About the first thing he did after
ago, men nearly killed themselves which means that if the price goes
fell
upon
him
at Maine Central
he got settled in his new home was
rushing into opened-up lands to down the government loses but if
Wharf.
He
was
helping in unload
to ask if there were any wrestlers
stake claims and build fcr them the price goes up the producer wins. ;
ing
coal
from
the
’barge Rockhaven.
in town who could stand up to a
selves homes In this wilderness This is the system now applicable
He is now confined to Krox Hospi
man
of
his
(Rhoades
’
)
valor
and
in

that was, but is now a fine pros in certain other privileged crops.
WINSL0W-H0LBR00K
tal. where he was treated by Dr H
vincibility.
perous and highly cultivated land
Senator Russell of Georgia in pre
J.
Weisman. and his condition this
POST,
NO.
1
The answers he received resulted
of sunshine and song.
senting the bill frankly admitted
morning
is reported as unproved.
Rockland in his call (duly warned) the fol
The story starts with a Jhrill on the floor of the Senate that he | Limerock St.,
lowing Sunday morning at the
and keeps it up. Two sons in love could see no place to stop short of
Ray J. Beverage, son of Mr. and
home of the redoubtable “Deck” Mrs. Ray M. Beverage of North Ha
with the same girl, and naturally similar controls in all agricultural
Final plans for the celebration Meservey.
in these quarters we must expect commodities.
ven, and Avery L. Bond ,son of Mr.
of the 22nd birthday of the Ameri
Deck had just started to eat his and Mrs. Ernest M. Bond of Jef
It cannot be brought home too can Legion, March 16, 1941, were
a bandit to appear; much of the
regular happenings of life’s prob forcibly that agriculture is tempor made at last week's meeting of the breakfast when Rhoades rapped on ferson. are making this week the
lems are played through these arily at least the forgotten indus local Post which will celebrate the the door. “Come in,” called Deck annual trip cf seniors in the college
pages of sorrow and happiness of try so far as defense plans are con event at Legion Hall, Thursday “I don't aim to come in” replied of technology at the University of
Rhoades, ”1 am not here to make a Maine to industrial plants in and
daring and intrigue, and honest cerned and the most vigilant at night.
social call, I came here to dust your near Boston. Beverage and Bond
hard work with heroic purposes in tention must be given to see that
Past-Commander Wallace, chair back but if you are afraid to tackle
agriculture does not once again end
life—K. S. F.
as Seniors in mechanical engineer
• • • •
up at the bottom of the pile in the man of the entertainment commit me on an empty stomach I will wait ing. will visit Hygrade Sylvania
tee, received final orders and a
Gone With The Draft, Love Let very wild economic scramble in complete all-cut party is assured. until you finish your breakfast.” T Corp., in Salem, the Ford Motor
ters of a Trainee, by Park Kendall. which the country is now engaged. Comrade Howard Dunbar, chef, first ain't afraid" Deck replied, “but I Assembly Plant in Somerville; the
’t like to be disturbed when I Massachusetts Institute cf Tech
Published by the M. S Mill Co. Industrial Sun Shines in Maine
class, with the assistance of our in don
am
eating, so, you can come in or nology Research Laboratories in
Inc . New York.
In the industrial field so far as dispensable Auxiliary, have charge
stay out until I finish, suit your Cambridge, the Waltham Watch
With illustrations by Politzer, Maine is concerned the picture is of the supper.
self.” Rhoades waited and Deck Co., in Waltham, Lever Bros. Co.,
and a dictionary of official Army very different as Maine ranks very
The supper will be followed with soon came out.
and Boston Woven Hose & Rubber
slang.
high in the amount of defense con music, moving pictures, and two“
You
the
feller
that
said
he
came
Co., in Cambridge; Warren Pipe
This is the first of the humor tracts awarded—out of all propor minute talks by the Past Cornhere
to
dust
my
back?
”
said
Deck.
Co., in Everett; The Norton Co.,
ous publications to reach an al tion to the size of our State and on j manders.
“Yep, I'm the feller,” said Worcester Pressed Steel Co., and
ways ready public for any smile a per capita basis one of the high
Time flies; Twenty two years the Rhoades. “I don’t aim to live in Worcester Power & Light Co., in
It can get out of the gruesome est in the union.
American Legion has been egan- any town where I am not cock of Worcester; and the Bcstcn Gear
With $12,000,000 in defense con ized and working for the safety and
days of war training and war.
The book brings to mind tht tracts awarded in the past year welfare of America. In this respect, the walk as a wrestler. I hear that Works in North Quincy and its Ed
“Dear Mabel ’ cf the first world Maine has a total of over $250,000.- I it has a record of hospitalization, you are the best man in town in gar Station at East Weymouth.
war. and has much of the earlier 000 or more than twice Maine's per I child welfare, and the education of the wrestling game. I am, here to
centage of the population of the the boys and girls of America. Tlie prove that I am going to be cock of on by the R. M. B. Ed is also a
books flavor.
the walk in your town, that's all. lawyer.
country.
This indicates how forThis takes nothing away from
*'■""] future results of this great pro- Mister Meservey. Get ready to
tunate Maine has been as a result 1i gram will
... eventually
. „ be
, the
.. foun
,
Three big men — Will Moody.
these letters to Dear Annie.

Charles Merrifield and Hiram Mer
There is a good refreshing laugh of the industrial and mechanical dation of world democracy. The have your back dusted.”
“Wal,” drawled Deck, “You sure rifield. How they did loom up above
on every page, which is worthy of genius of Maine men.
future of America demands these
amuse
me, stranger. Now, me, I’m
Maine
must
keep
constantly
in
much thought in these harrowing
services more today than ever be quite a fair to middlin rassler and the rest of us on Main atreet! I
mind
how
much
this
means
to
was told that Will Moody was seven
days—K. S. F.
Maine in tnis extremely critical fore.
don't mind takin’ you on, none feet and six inches tall. I Oh, Iree!)
Winslow-Holbrook Post cordially whatever and if you will pick the
period and must also keep in mind
Does recalling in memory the old
What They Need
tlie picture of vast areas in the invites all Legionnaires and mem- crack in this plank road that you familiar faces, the friends of days
country beyond the Mississippi kers of the Auxiliary in good want I should lay you on I’ll lay long gene stir your interest? If so,
where no activity of this kind is go standing, to meet at the Legion you there, right where you say.”
I invite >'04 to journey with me
Chairman Rice of Red
ing on. State after State in the Hall, Thursday night at 6.30, and
Rhoades grinned and said: “All down memory lane in future Iree
Cross Appeals for Things Rocky Mountain region has less take part in the celebration .All right. Mister, lay me right along Member sketches.
than $10,000,000 of defense con members of other Legion Posts who that big crack, right there— if you
to Make Barracks
tracts and agricultural prices are happen to be in town on that date, can.”
“Homey”
are also invited.
far from favorable .
And then, in a split second it Town Meetings
Commander Seabury requests all
happened.
Rhoades was hurt some
Information Please
Continued from Page One)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
who have uniforms to wear them.
—
the
planks
were
hard and Deck
The
Senate
is
moving
to
find
out
if
not,
wear
Legion
hats.
All
Past
Over tlie weekend, information
spared not his man—but one fall automobile excise tax; mainten
has reached the Red Cross office the facts to the award of defense Commanders are urged to make a faile^ to convince, and Rhoades ance third class road. $937; patrol
contracts and the influences that
effort to be present.
of the situation of Knox County have operated in their allocation. special
bellowed for a “two out of three” ling State roads. $875; interest $500;
Preamble to the Constitution
contest.
Once more he was expert miscellaneous expense. $1200: clear
soldiers who are serving cur coun No committee of tlie Congress had
For God and Country, we asso
ing roads of snow. $2000; care of
jurisdiction of more than a limited ciate ourselves together for the fol ly laid flat on his back and this Common, $50; town officers, $1900:
try in tiie forts at Portland
time he grudgingly admitted that
It appears that Red Cross Chap portion of the field. Tlie Senate lowing purposes: To uphold and de Deck was "the best rassler I ever electric lights, $350: Memorial Day.
accordingly this last week consti fend the Constitution of the Unit
$25: insurance on school buildings.
ters in Southern Maine are stand tuted a special select committee of
tackled.”
ed
States
of
America;
to
maintain
ing sponsor for their local young seven members under the Chair
"Shake,” said Rhoades. “I thought $300; schoolhouse notes, $1000:
men. agreeing to furnish the recre manship of Senator Truman of Mis Law and Order; to foster and per I was as good as the bejjt but I was maintenance State Aid roads, $500.
petuate a one hundred per cent
State Aid Road construction.
ation rooms, which make it so mucli souri to make a complete survey of Americanism ;to preserve the mem wrong, I had not met you when I
$799.50;
school nursing. $66; Vose
easier and pleasanter to live away this field with the very broadest ories and incidents of our associa had that idea. You threw me so
Library,
$200;
Boy Scouts, $100; re
from home in dreary barracks. We powers.
tion in The Great War; to incul quick I—say, what kind of a holt pair of South Union road from
hear that our soldiers, the men
Maine was very fortunate in hav cate a sense of individual obliga (hold) did you use on me? Never
Thorndike's Corner to South Union
of Batteries E and F. 240th Coast ing Senator Brewster selected as tion to the Community, State and saw nor felt anything like it.”
bridge. $1000.
Artillery, are in special need of ione of the seven members of this Nation; to combat the autocracy of
"That,” replied Deck, “Was the
Tlie sum of $100 was voted tc
recreation room equipment
committee and the only one from both the classes and the masses; Lincolnville Cant.”
erect
a memorial to these who have
I have passed the word to our New England. The first problem to make right the Master of might;
That style of wrestling is now given money to establish trust
men that the Knox County Chap of the committee is to find out how to promote peace and goodwill on passe. We have no men like “Deck”
funds, gifts to the town and to as
ter will keep their needs foremost. the award of contracts is now ac earth; to safeguard and transmit any more.
sist
in the construction of the school
Arrange ments will be made to see tually controlled under the innu to posterity the principles of JusIn the Feb. 25 issue Bert Farnham building.
that they get first choice cf what merable new agencies that are be ice, Freedom and Democracy; to noted a communication from A
Proceedings were concluded at
we can send. down.
ing constantly set up with more or consecrate and sanctify our Com Citizen” from North Haven and he
2.15.
The public is surged to take im less nebulous authority.
radeship by our devotion to mutual (Bert) wants me to send in the fol
Geographical problems in alloca helpfulness.
mediate steps to answer our ap
lowing. “Sorry I failed to give es
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
peal for tables, chairs, lamps, ra tion are one of the supecific mat
pecial mention to Floyd Duncan in
dios, rugs, games and phonographs. ters the committee is directed to
my sketches. He was a splendid
The boys say that the things do investigate and this is a matter in LINCOLNVILLE
chap
and a mighty good clarinet
not have to be in first-class order. which Maine residents are naturally Surprised on Birthday
player and one of the best ‘sight
Thursday was a gala day at the readers’ I ever knew. One time
They are enterprising, skillful much concerned.
Center when 24 guests assembled at when I was unable to play he went
young Americans, and they can Maine Delegation
the heme of Mrs. Everett Scruton
do their own repairing.
Tlie Maine delegation met this to enjoy a dinner and all-day meet to Lincolnville Beach and did the
Our Rockland men need a piano! past week in the office of Senator
job for me and did a first class job.
Please mail in or hand in your Wallace H. White, Jr., Chairman, ing cf the Ladies’ Auxiliary. The too. I valued his friendship as I
was given in honor of the
name, address ar.d pledge as soon io gO 0Ver various problems affect- occasion
Qenuine &nqraved
birthday of Mrs. Scott Knight. The did that of all the bo's and if time
as you can. That s all you have ing the State of Maine and with guests were ushered into a tastily and space permitted I could fiind
to do. We will come and take particular reference to shiplines to decorated dining room the scheme something complimentary to write
the things on Saturday, the 29th. the Maine coast which are threat
about everyone of them. Any omis
being pink and white.
Keryn ap Rice. Chairman
ened with removal as a result of
Beautiful bouquets of spring sions unintentional and regretted.
the tremendous demand for ships flowers adorned the tables and la Am I forgiven?”
Brazil iron ore is going to Brit The Maine coastal sevice means
Iree Member Jimmie McNamara
ter were presented to Mrs. Knight
ain in large quantities.
very much to Maine industries and with many unique birthday greet and who doesn't? No other just
Finest quality oi steel engraving
ings. Four prettily decorated birth like him. Sing? Say, he could sing
on fine whits vellum stock 500 for
day cakes and home made sherbet the heart right out of a body. He
only • - complemented the dessert course. was always mighty nice to Iree and
his
winning
Irish
smile,
his
warm
An
enjoyable
afternoon
was
spent
XX7ITH a
loan of
playing beano and chatting with handclasp and the sweet, lilting
V V $25 to $250 or more you’ll
friends.
The party was a complete tones of his wonderful voice will
have the cash to buy what you
surprise to Mrs Knight and was never leave my memory. Wonder
want, where you want, and still
if I ll ever see and hear him again?
greatly appreciated by her.
have the convenience of deferred
PLATE INCLUDED!
payments. Figure out how much
Friends of Mrs. Knight arranged Hope so. sure do.
you’ll need—then write us today.
Gen. J. P. Cilley, remember him?
a birthday surprise party Wednes
Room 210, Kresge Bldg. 241 Water St
Wide selection of letter styles.
day night. There were four tables A familiar figure on Rockland's
Tel. 1155, Au gusta. Me.
at cards and refreshments were streets in my day. Wore a cloak
Cams
is and see our samples.
Small Loan Statute
served. A beautiful birthday cake and a white beard, He was a lawLicense No. 1. Charges
Postage Extra
3% on unpaid monthly
was presented by Mrs. Harvey.
yer and U. S. Pension Agent.
ha la aces up to $150; 2Lp%
J. E. Rhoades. Jr.. 2d. Remember
monthly on balances above.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Mexico City will expend $1 .600/100 what a hit he made as the judge in
on pqving this year.
• ■ I’.Ddwn East." one of the plays put

BUSINESS

CARDS

Main Bout Boys Will Posi
tively Appear at Next
Friday Night’s Show

Grange Comer

Q

w
6
Two applications for membership
were received Thursday at Penobscot View Grange and matters of
1 considerable interest were dis'cussed. The younger members pre1 rented a lively progrm. Tlie first
and second degrees will be con
ferred next Thursday night; and
refreshments will be served.
vemi

The management cf Park Street
ATena announces all Main bcut
performers in Rockland will be
compelled to post a forfeit for their
One of the greatest elements of
appearance on the date they are
strength in our national life is the
booked.
fact that no one can buy an AmenLast Friday Henry Perry of Port
can
newspaperman
land was to have boxed Yeung
Jack and for reasons unknown to
The same salute as that given
the promoters Perry didn't show up
the
president, 21 guns, is rated by
fcr the match.
a former president of the Un.ted
The Boxing Commission at Au
gusta is trying to eliminate such
I States.
things. They certain will lose their
license shculd this happen again.
“Our race pitifully needs new
We sincerely believe that in tlie COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS supplies of discipline, morality and
future they will be here when
’ intelligence. —Dr. Alexis Carrel
WORK WONDERS
booked.
This coming Friday the main bout
will bring together Billy Lancaster,
the “one-man revolution” from
Portland and Al Buck of Lisbon
Falls. These boys are tops for their
weights in the State A few weeks
ago they fought two bruising battles
in Portland and Brunswick. Both
have posted forfeits for their ap
pearance here, and it should be one
of the best bouts seen here in seme
time.
In the semi-final Eddie Barry wili
show against K. O Brierly. These
boys fought a swell battle last week
and Barry thinking he should have
had the decision, asked for this re
turn.
America’s Finer Tea
The management Ls trying to
bring to Rockland the best fight-

Tea at its Best

"SALADA"
TEA-BAGS

|

TALK OF THI
VrA

|

m-

March ia—Thomanto
mnlor Choir at Bapt!
JlSarch 21—Woman
Club meets at Grand /
1 inril 2 Dr. Raborn
College at Congregation
8 Anrll* 13- Easter 8unctl
April 15-Ea.stcr Ball
Building, auspices Ktw..
April 15 - Hocklaix.
meets with Mr. and M
in Rockport
1

April

18 -Rockland

Minstrel Show at Hlg
torlum-

TlieWeal
According to the cs
begins Thursday, but
perature only a few <
the zero mark this moi
be a good idea to have
lighted before the
youngster arrives on tl
warm sun of the past
wrought some havoc
lated and unwelcoin
but there’s still a pl<
on hand

Local Masons, inter
ing a Masonic club, wj
nesday night at 7 30.
Urban E. Leach.
West Rockport has J
N Mortland house J
through Elmer C. D.

Today and Wedne.
Theatre John Simitow
ford and Virginia
“Keeping Company*
matinee WedneThursday, only, “SuiJ
with Pat O'Brien, Ge
Wayne Morris; Frith
day, “Border Legion'
chapter of "King of
ed.”

Kurt Polnarioff,
fiddler who came re<
den with the avowe
locating there pei |
committed to the Sta
Bangor Saturday, . : |
nation by Drs. F. F
J. Weisman. Town ,\j
R. Keller of Camden
ant, and Recorder F:
presided. Camden’s
fiddler's recent dolne
was manifested by tl
a large delegation frt
narioff, whose name
world is “Paul Nero,"
Bangor by Sheriff
Deputy Sheriffs Pill |

i*
- MARCH 17-22 -=»
STOKELY’S

COFFEE

XfCWtTo CKlWjLg

iWlourdinp

2

PINEAPPLE JUICE

LA TOURAINE

CANS

SPLENDID

DIFC
KlUfc

MAY AS WELL
HAVE THE BEST

1 LB

FANCY
BLUE ROSE

BAKE IT - FRY IT - GRILL IT

LB

N TWO GRINDS
I.. L LAR ANO ORIR

Cfl A A4

5PAM

CAN

A HORMEL

product

FLAKORN

MUFFIN MIX
LILY WHITE—BONELESS

NAMCO

1 LB
PKG

CODFISH

CRAB MEAT
NO
CAN

Wall paper sale n
at Gonia’s—100 ro- J
consisting of 10 roll
20 yards of bordci
•special 6000 rolin>ol
lrom 1-3 to 1-2 ft:
467 Main St., Rockla

SNIDER'S

CATSUP
£uns/ih

Wednesday, Mat
•sale of aprons and j
Universalist Churc
—adv.

14 OZ
BOTTLES

ADDED VITAMINS FDR HEALTH

WHOLESOME ANO DELICIOUS AS WELL..

CAMPBELL'S

PORK and BEANS

NATION-WIDE—OVEN BAKED

BEANS

2

KINDS

CANS

25c

MOORE'S

CANS

CAN

17c

INDIGE
may affect I hl

. O*» trapped In tbe Momarh F
''Mr-trigger on the heart M
■mart men and women <1et* n I
BM frae. No laiatlve l
medicines knowt f
_
;’RHT r>O0B doesn’t pro*'
bottle to ua and rervi»p

GOOD LUCK

2 PKGS 19<

LEMON PIE FILLING
FOR FINER FLAVOR

CROW*

pure VANILLA

25c

BO?

I
I

PRUDENCE
ROAST BEEF

HASH

CAN

23c

CORNED BEEF

CHOCOLATE

BOSCO

Good

Hot or Cold

2

JA«s

Z3C

HASH

Sbci up at tkaae farjarifaa
SCOTTOWELS

Visit Lucien K.
second floor, 16 Scl |
Fellows Block, Ci
Coats and Cloth C I
Prices.

For flying instruc
Treat, 68 Grace . |
adv.

THE BIG MEAL IN THE BIG CAN

BEEF STEW

Four men from I
one frem South W
charged in Municipa
day with illegally du
a restricted area ii
which das set off by
the town meeting
Officer Eugene P. Si
that he saw the men
in the restricted are
his position as an
town asked them t
they did. Alvin K
testified that he saw
and described how
runs at that point. 3
A. Tirrell Jr. appear
fendant and asked
be dismissed on fhe g
State had not proven
Dwinal dismissed th
that the town odi
clearly define the li
stricted area and su.
town officers have
ten. The men chan
digging were Robert
mond Cushman, A
Harold Jameson, all
and Alfred Standish
doboro.

ROLL 10c

DAVIDG.
OPTC
336 MAIN ST.
Office Hours: 9
Evenings

CAN

RINSO
37c

2S&l7e

TEAR EASY

SCOTTISSUE . . 3 ROLLS 23<
-WALDORF ... 4 ROLLS 19c

CRISCO
1 LS
(AN

17c

CAN

47c

FUNERAL^
Ambulance <

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

TELEPIH
190 or 781-1

118-118 LIMERol
ROCKLAM

I taLK

Every-Other-Day' ■ , Every.other.Day

Grange Corner
E> applications for membership
received Thursday at PenobView Grange and matters Of
llri.ible interest were dis.
j. The ycunger members prert a lively progrm. The first
second degrees will be conti next Thursday night; and
hments will be served.
cf the greatest elements of
gth in our national life is the
that no one can buy an Amen.
newspaperman
a me salute as that given
ires dent. 21 guns, Is rated by
•mer president of the United

[tr race pitifully needs new
lie i f discipline, morality and
licence."—Dr. Alexis Carrel

Best

AGS
tier Tea

’■

:V'.

■

-J

tf

• Ml
Ct i

ICE

2c’aSsz19<
1 LB
PKGS

IX
LESS

1 LB
PKG

23c

OF THE TOWN

Mrs Piank Blackington Is re-op
ening Ethel's Beauty Shoppe and
is pleased to greet old and new

Motion pictures taken in South
Status Of Class B
4
America will be shown at the Lions In Veazie’s Band
meeting tomorrow, with accom
customers.
panying remarks by Carl H. SonnNames of Players Shown
Not To Be Called As Long
(Continued from Page One)
makes for a better discipline in the 30 desks and 27 of the men are tag who was located for a while in
in
Picture
Which
was
As Enough Class 1 A
Members of Winslow-Holbrook
! now taking lessons under a guard Venezuela, investigating cement
entire institution.
infect
othes.
Prior
to
this,
the
Auxiliary are invited to attend the
Published Saturday
Men Available
Captain ElmeT Ingalls is a rugged who is a former principal of prospects. Mr. Sonntag is a keen
Legicn Birthday celebration Thurs men so afflicted ate in their cells individual with a background that
and expert observer and what he
and dumped the garbage down the
March 19—Thomaston—Concert by day. Supper at 6.30.
This paper is indebted to Charles
Many requests are being received
has to say will prove very interest
lunlor Choir at Baptlsit vestry.
toilet to the detriment of the en fits him for his present work as
ing.
Berry
of
Rockport
for
the
names
of
J March
21 Woman's
Educational
from
Class 1-B men concerning
classification officer and Captain
tire cell block.
rub meets at Grand Army hall.
Harvey
Richards,
for
the
past
those
who
appeared
in
the
Veazie
their status. Paragraph 343 of the
April 2—Dr. Raborn Zerby of Bates
The farm program has been en- of the Guard. For many years
collide at Congregational Church at several years clerk at the C. M
The current issue of "The Lions Band picture, published in Satur Regulations provides that Class 1-B
since his graduation from Wash
hd ni.
Havener confectionery store at
Tale” carries a supplement known day's issue. Mr. Berry furnishes men are not to be inducted until
ington Academy in,. East Machias,
April 13- Easter Sunday.
Rankin
Block has gone to take up
April 15—Easter Ball at Community
as the "All-in-Fun Trade Sheet—a
he
has
been
a
newspaperman
and
Building, auspices Kiwanis Club.
such time as they are acceptable to
studies in ignition work in New
bargain
Journal for local Lions the following key:
has held down important jobs
April 15 — Rockland Garden Club York.
vZ(I ‘
.
Seated, left to right—Arthur Berry the land and naval forces.
meets with Mr. aJid Mrs. H. Helstad
only.” The sheriff is in for a shock
J with several Maine newspapers.
m Rockport.
when he sees what's being adver son of Charles Berry the bass drum
The Selective Training and Serv
I including the Kennebec Journal,
April
18- Rockland
High
School
mer. Charles Berry, Dr. Ballou
Minstrel Show at High School audi
Judge Zelma Dwinal of Camden
tised,
and
there
may
be
some
dif

i where he served as assistant night
ice Act of 1940 authorizes the
Eaton.
torium.
Held his first session of Municipal
ficulty in recognizing Frank Tireditor and as the legislative cor!
training of not more than 900.000
Standing,
first
row
—
Charles
Court yesterday after an extended
rell if he lias really parted with his Thorndike, Clinton Richards, Hosea ; men per annum. This maximum
*-A 1
j respondent fcr the Press Herald
trip through the South during
The Weather
moustache.
I at Augusta, also as chief of staff
Barlow, Charles Veazie, leader. Will was further limited by the appro
which he visited St. Petersburg,
in Arocstock County for the BanHatch, Joseph Brewster, Charles priation for the current fiscal year
According to the calendar Spring Atlanta, Georgia and the Gettys
Fifty children attended the Collins, Ed. Perry, Edgar Bohndell. which limited the total number of
; gor Daily News and editor cf both
begins Thursday, but with the tem burg battlefields.
I
Story
Hcur at the Public Library
,
weekly
papers
at
Machias.
This
Second row—Fred Meservey. Eu trainees to 800,000
perature only a few degrees above
!
Friday.
After the stories, the play gene Dunbar, John Peabody, James
, work has given him a wide knowl
It is the present intention not to
the zero mark this morning it might
Capt. W. Russell Hoffses of
j Cinderella was dramatized under Scott, David Arey, Fred Stinson.
call Class 1-B men for induction
edge of human nature and fitted
be a good idea to have the gas stove Thomaston, commanding officer of
j the direction of Mrs. Ella GatThird row—Sewel Perkins, Cole so long as there is an adequate sup
i him well for the interviews with
lighted before the thinly clad Battery F, 240th Ccast Artillery at
Goodwin,
Dr. J. A. Damon, James ply of Class 1-A men, General
combe.
The
following
children
took
I
the
prisoners.
Youngster arrives on the scene. The Port Levett, Portland Harbor is
Stinson.
James W. Hansen, Maine Director
part:
Cinderella.
Barbara
Gold

He
came
to
the
prisorf'
in
1937
warm sun of the past few days has taking the battery commanders'
of Selective Service, announced.
smith; first step sister, Leona Mc
j as a guard and in 1938 was prowrought some havoc with the be course at Fortress Monroe, Virginia.
The
Courier-Gazette
had
a
very
Graw;
second
step
sister.
Alice
; moted to superintendent of the
lated and unwelcome snowdrifts, During his absence the battery is
Representatives of the Secretary
Withee; Fairy Godmother. Eliza pleasant call yesteday from George
j plate shop and this year stepped
but there’s still a plentiful supply under the command of Lieut. Ralph
Bankydas and Charles Bankydas of of State's Department conducted
beth
Rokes;
Courtier.
David
Altinto
the
vacancy
created
by
Mr.
on hand
Calkins of Washington.
Toronto. Ontario, who were making examinations for drivers’ license ap
shaller; Prince, Billy MciLoon.
Rowells promotion to deputy war
inquiries as to the sea moss indus plicants at the City Building yes
den. He made an extensive sur
Local Masons, interested in form
When the long truck train that
try.
They are natives of Chicago,
vey of the classification systems
Arrangements are made and the but at present are conducting a terday witli 70 persons applying for
ing a Masonic club, will meet Wed proceeded the 103d Infantry of the
the right to drive, 64 of whom were
used
in
other
prisons
and
has
ap

nesday night at 7 30, at the Temple. Maine National Guard to Camp
Band Mothers' Club is all ready chain of stores in Toronto known
Warden John II. Welch
granted the privilege. The work was
plied
the
best
parts
of
all
to
the
for its presentation of Georgia Mae, as "Diana Sweets, Ltd.”
Blanding, Fla., left Augusta recent
carried on under Chief Inspector
Uiban E. Leach, formerly of ly, the officer urf charge of the ve larged, the acreage under cultiva system he is now using at Thom
radio artist, Friday night. Georgia
James
Adams of Augusta, assisted
West Rockport ba$ bought the D. hicle maintenance was Lieutenant tion having been increased from 18 aston. His appointment was the
Mae will feature her triple yodelTlie
First
National
Stores
began
by
Levi
Flint of Rockland, Phillip
N Mortland house.' Masonic street Theodore H. (Tad) Lewin, who was acres to 147 last year. Sixty men first made by the State .personnel
ing> as well as a roller skate tap yesterday the work of remodelling Graves, Portland; Adelbert Sar
through Elmer C. Davis, realtor.
dance number. Others to appear the quarters in the C. H. Berry gent, Auburn; Earl Chase, Portland.
for some time manager of the A.Jc are engaged in this work on the board after its duties had been
with her are her spinning partner blc0k formerly occupied by tiie Miss Ellen Cunningham of Augus
P. Market at The Brook, and who farm at South Warren and are clearly defined by Gcv. Sewall.
Today and Wednesday at Park will be remembered by many Rock
and the Mystey Woman. There State Liquor Store. The first act ta served as clerk for the examining
housedi in the modern Prison farm
Theatre John Shelton-Ann Ruther land friends.
will also be an amateur contest. was to remove the front, which will offices. One applicant for a driv
barracks
which
have
recently
been
ford and Virginia Weidler in
All wishing to participate should be replaced by a new and more er's license who was 16 years of
completed and were built by prison
-Keeping Company* (with special
Monday morning's session of labor.
get in touch with Mrs. Ronald modern one. David Lerman of age and claimed to have been
This project has been
matinee Wednesday at 4 p. m. Municipal Court saw Alton Carver
Lord.
44 Brewster street, at once, Brooklyn has the contract.
through the Sixth Orade was un
Thursday, only, ‘‘Submarine D-l,” of Camden charged with the lar definitely established as a rehabili
and
should
apply by letter.
able to even read simple road signs
tation
center
and
so
well
has
it
with Pat O'Brien, George Brent and ceny of a car owned by Stanley C.
The annual inspection of Clare that the officers asked him to.
Wayne Morris; Friday and Satur Boyntcn of Rockland and driving worked that not cne man has seen
mont
Commandery, K T. was held
At the last Sea Scout meeting,
day. Border Legion”’ and the final without a license, after his license fit to take "French leave. ’ a trib
last night, and brought to the Asy
Crew II tock a big lead over Crew
chapter of "King of Royal Mount had been suspended by the Secre ute to the care with which they
FLOORS SANDED.
I in the point contest now well lum a distinguished group of Knight
were
selected
and
the
responsi

AND KEFINISHED
ed. '
Templars,
consisting
of
E.
Murray
tary of State. He was found guilty
underway. After regular ceremonies
The modern way. Seal Lite pen
cf the driving charge and was fined bilities which they assumed when
were over, a written exam was given Graham, Portland Commandery,
et rates and seals the pores leav
Kurt Polnarioff, the New York $10 and cost. On the larceny they were put on their honor.
Portland,
Right
Eminent
Grand
covering Sea History, Rules of the
The past three years have been
ing no top film such as shellac
f.ddler who came recently to Cam charge. Judge Dwinal found prob
Road and Navigation. Crew II won Commander; Arthur H. Lander,
or varnish. It will not chip and
years
of
construction
with
a
new
den with the avowed intention of able cause and bound him over to
Maine
Commandery,
Gardiner,
in
this
by
the
slim
margin
of
9-10
scratch
or wear off, resanding is
West
block,
a
new
wall
on
the
west
locating there permanently, was Superior Court in the sum of $500
Very Eminent Deputy Grand Com
never done. I have the best
of
one
point.
Tests
were
passed
by:
wing,
the
prison
farm
barracks
committed to the State Hospital in bend. Being unable to produce
mander; Walter P Morse, St. Alcquipmant in Maine, I ran sand
Crew I—App, Roland Hayes, Or
and a r.ew electrical and heating
Bangor Saturday, after an exami bond, he was committed.
demar Commandery, Houlton, Very
your floors for less than you can
dinary
Drill;
App.
Charles
Weed,
system in the prison proper.
nation by Drs. P. F. Brown and H.
Eminent Grand Generalissimo (in
hire a machine and do it your
Ordinary
Drill.
Crew
II
—
App.
Rob

To accomplish this work. Warden
J Weisman. Town Manager Percy
Twenty-two were present at the
specting official). G. A. Noyes, past
self.
ert
Smalley
and
App.
David
New

R Keller of Camdqn was complain advanced First Aid class which was Welsh has two able assistants.
commander. St. Aldemar Comman
RALPH L. RICHARDS
comb
passed
Ordinary
Leadership;
ant. and Recorder Frank F Harding held in the N.Y.A. Girls’ sewing Deputy Warden Theodore Rowell
dery,
Houlton; Cony A. Duncan,
25
Franklin
St. Rockland Tel. 952
Ord. Cooper, Harvey and Robarts
past commander, Trinity Commanpresided. Camden’S, interest in the room Thursday night. Seventeen and Captain of the Guard Elmer
33‘lt
passed Able Leadership; Harvey.
fiddler's recent doings in that town signed up for the full course. Due Ingalls.
A sample cf the handicraft work Boat Maintenance; Newcomb, Serv dery, Augusta. There were also two
was manifested by the presence of to the demand for the services of
Knights from Dunlap Commandery,
Deputy Rowell is a veteran of
done by some of the prisoners in ice.
a large delegation from there. Pol- Edwin Dodge as an instructor and prison work, having been in this Deputy Warden Theodore Rowell
Bath. Tlie inspection proceeded in
their spare time. This grandfather
narieff. whose name in the music the increasing size of the First Aid service for 32 years in Maine and
WALDO THEATRE
a very satisfactory manner, and
clock is nearly five feet in height stituted the plan.
world is "Paul Nero,” was taken to classes, Mr. Dodge is to have as his Rhcde Island State Prison where
Commander
Stevens
’
organization
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
These three men along with the
The whole plan of the present gave a good account of itself. The
Bar.gor by Sheriff Ludwick and assistant Mrs. Evelyn Hale of Cam he acted as deputy warden. A
ar.d was done entirely by hand,
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
late
Deputy
Stanley
W.
Macgcwan
officials is to train the inmates so
Deputy Sheriffs Pillsbury and Gray. den. First Aid classes will be held small man. as size goes, he is a
there being over a thousand pieces, that they will have a trade when Sir Knights joined in the Chamber
have
been
directly
responsible
for
of Commerce banquet, and derived
every Thursday night for the next big man in his actions and has
SHOW TIMES
Pour men from Friendship and 10 weeks. There will be two hours’ proved it since his recent appoint the rebuilding of the system at all hand) carved, or worked out they leave and be educated to a additional pleasure from that ex
Single
Evening Show at 8.00
one from South Waldoboro were work, from 7 till 9 o’clock. The next ment. His finger is constantly on Thomaston that brought national with a coping saw. Tlie prisoner point, where they will not be pa perience.
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
charged in Municipal Court yester class will be conducted by Mrs. the pulse of this prison and when recognition and liave now insti who made the clock, although he role violators, once they are re
More Talk of The Town on Page 2
day with illegally digging clams in Hale, assisted by Mr. Rogers. The any inmate decides to cut loese tuted a new project that bids fair ) must have another name, is known leased.—By Sidney Cullen
TUES.-WED., MARCH 18-19
a restricted area in St. George, fundamental principles of First Aid and be a bad man he finds that to bring the institution even all over the prison by the name of
, .
greater notice. The new project “Skowhegan."
“Hit Parade of 1941”
which 4as set off by action taken in work were discussed by Mr. Dodge
the Dep is a step ahead of him
e(jucation of prisoners who
with
the town meeting on March 10. and Chapters I and II of the text and ready for whatever he may
have not been beyond the third Washington High School, Percival
Kenny Baker
Officer Eugene P. Smalley testified books reviewed. In addition there spring.
For
Men
Only
Frances Langford
Grade in the public schools. A
that he saw the men digging clams was bandage work, every one taking
The writer was in the office sclioolroom has been set up with C. Pierpont.
also
in the restricted area and that in part in this. There was evidence when a guard brought in a “tough
Classes started this week. Men
There conies a time (as a matter of fact, a num
his position as an officer of the of much interest, an indication that guy” for discipline and presented
The
Newest
who are definitely listed- as men
ber of times) in every woman’s life when nothing
“
INFORMATION
PLEASE”
town asked them to move which youth is aware of the "mergency
tal defectives ar.d those who have
his case tc the deputy. There was
but Flowers are acceptable. These might be called
they did. Alvin K. Hawkins also through which our country is now
reached
an
age
which
would
al

no blustering or shouting at the
testified that he saw them digging passing.
THURS.-FRI.. MARCH 20-21
“Just Because” Flowers.
How long is it since
most eliminate all chances of i
inmate,
simply the guard and
and described how the town line
learning readily have not been in- '
Madeleine Carroll
You’ve given her “Just Because” Flowers?
runs at that point. Attorney Frank
BORN
eluded in this enrollment.
Fred Mae.Murray
A. Tirrell Jr. appeared for the de
Ballard -At Arlington. Mass., March
Why
not
Today?
We
Guarantee
results.
Call
—
The
classroom
would
do
credit
1
in Paramount's
to Mr. and Mrs Delmont Ballard,
fendant and asked that the case a16.son
to any modern School and has
Robert Maurice
“Virginia”
be dismissed on fhe grounds that the
Marr At Rockland (Knox Hospital).
been equipped with desks and
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
16. to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
In Technicolor
State had not proven its case. Judge March
Marr (Carrie Colson), a daughter—
books from the State normal
also
Dwinal dismissed the case, stating Donna Christine.
371 MAIN ST.
school system. The prisoners en
that the town odinance did not
“
OLIVE
’
S
SWEEPSTAKE
ter into their studies with an in
TELEPHONE 318-W,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
MARRIED
clearly define the limits of the re
TICKET”
terest
that
is
surprising
and
most
33-lt
Davey-Sylvester — At
Rockland.
stricted area and suggested that the March
gratifying to the officials who in- j
16. Donald O Davey and Laura
town officers have the law rewrit Evelyn Sylvester, both of Rockland.
ten. The men charged with illegal By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
Robinson-Thompson — At Rockland.
digging were Robert Wallace, Rav- March 16. Robert Compton Robinson
and Irma Josephine Thompson, both
mot,J Cushman, Austin Havener, of
Rockland.—By Rev. J. Charles Mac
Harold Jameson, all of Friendship, Donald.
Hall-Mank
At Portland, March 14.
and Alfred Stantjjsh of South Wal George Hall —of
Selections come in
Thomaston and Miss
doboro.
Madeline Mank of Wariyn. By Rev.

THE STATE PRISON AS IT IS TODAY

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Alger Gerry.

Wall paper sale now in progress
at Gonia's—100 room lots of papers
consisting of 10 rolls of paper and
-0 yards of border for $1; also,
pecta! 5000 rolls* of^ pa par reduced
from 1-3 to 1-2
Gonia’s,
467 Main St., Rockland, "
33-35

NIDER'S

TSUP

Wednesday. March 19, Easter
of aprons and candy at the ,
Universalist Church vestry at 2.30. |
-adv.
32-33

4 OZ
>TTLES

Visit Lucien K. Green <fc Son’s
s^ond floor, 16 School street, Odd |
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur

MPBELL'S

md

BEANS

Ians

Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
Prices.
9-tf

like a lion but...

DIED
Blood—At Boston. March 15. Ida C.
Blood
Funeral Tuesday at 1 o'clock
from Methodist Church, Union.
In
terment In Union.
Leighton At South Hope. March 17.
Lvdia E . wife of Daniel Leighton, aged
74 years. 9 months, 7 days. Funeral
Thursday at 1 o’clock from residence.
Interment in Somerville
Sylvester—At Bellrose, L. I.. March
. Miss Eva Sylvester, formerly of
Rockport, aged 36 years.
Interment
in Amsbury Hill cemetery, Rockport
Young At Vlnalhaven, March 12.
Walter L. Young, aged 81 years, 2
months.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere ap
preciation to my friends, and neigh
bors for the gifts, cakes, fruit and
many beautiful cards wheih I received
on my birthday.
Harriet Hahn
Warren.

For flying instruction see Charlie
Rummage Sale at Methodist
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.— Vestry Friday at 9 30.—adv. 33-34
adv.
2-tf
Beano G. A R. Hall, Thursday,
March 20. 2.15, p. m. Final game
in series.—adv.
tf

INDIGESTION
may affect the Heart

O.t. trapped in the stomach or gullet mar art like a
lair trigger on the heart. At the flrat elan of
•mar men and women detrend on Bell ana Tablets to
(aa free No laxative but made of the faiteat2.L*medicines known for acid Indigestion. If the
FTIUST DOSE doesn't prove Boll-am better, return
®ott.a to ua and receive DOUBLE Money Beck. 25c.

DENCE
CAN 23C

F

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
33« MAIN ST., ROCKLANP, ME.
TEL. 26

ilF

' BINGO
7.30 o’clock
Big Prizes On Evening Play
Door Prize—Dinner
Chenille Spread Given Away

33‘lt

RINSO
*GS

17c

2

pkgs

37c

CRISCO
■17c

calR

47c

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

GROCERS

TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 er 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Captain of the Guard Elmer Ingalls

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
8 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 562
ROCKLAND. ME.

M-tf

with

knowing

the

full

lambs,

well

that

most local incomes wel

prisoner told their stories and
from a file was taken that pris
oner’s record—a record from the
day cf his first offense; this was
read over and punishment was
swift and sure with the deputy
calmly telling the “tough guy”
what was what and having him
locked in his cell fcr an indefinite

period. When tough methods are
needed he kncws how to go about
it and as a result few men decide
to get tough. Mr. Rowell states
that he would prefer that the
men trust him and his officers
rather than fear them, fcr it

come these mild costs with
open arms.

Yes . . . keeping the prices

ODD FELLOWS HALL
WEDNESDAY—2 O’CLOCK
Door Prize—Chicken Dinner
Grab Bag Containing $9.00
Merchandise Order

33-lt

Farm, in Rockland, one mile
from
business
section;
<-room
house: barn; ^bout 7 acres of good
farm land. Price, $1400.
Farm, tn Warren. 1'- story house:
8 rooms large barn and stable; 90
acres of land; 30 acres in good
tillage; balance in pasture and
wood. Price, $2400.
Raise chickens and blueberries on
this 4$-acre farm, in St. George.
Medium sized house and barn. Fine
view of George’s River. Price, $1000.
Other farms in linion and War
ren.
All the above farms are lowpriced In comparison with real
value and all can be bought with
a partial down payment.
F, H. WOOD
Rockland, Maine
33-lt

I

We have renovated our store tor Spring. We need room for
our Spring and Summer Furniture. To accomplish this all items
in our complete stock have been reduced for quick selling.

A-wy1

down is equally as impor
tant as keeping the style

up.
This

Spring

we’re

not

SAVINGS UP TO 1 -2 PRICE
Look For The Red Tags For These Special Reductions

only showing our greatest

were

FARMS FOR SALE

26-25

(ML

down

BEANO

SPEAR HALL, TONIGHT

BARGAIN

We re keeping our prices

stocks

Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment

CAN

Page Threw

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 18, 1941

of

clothing . . .

offering

you

the

city’s greatest values.
Spring Suits

$25.00
$30.00

$35.00

China Cabinets and Buffets remaining pieces from fine sets

25 to 50% OFF

GREGORY’S

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

TEL. 294

HOME OF ATLANTIC RANGES

416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

315-323 MAIN STREET,
-......... ..... !

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 980

Every-Other-Day'

Evefy-Oiher-Dav

has been recuperating from a sur
UNION
gical operation has returned to 1
The W.C.T.U. will meet at the
WARREN
her duties at Memorial Hospital. I
home of Mrs. Laura Daniels Thurs
Damariscotta.
««««
day at 2 o'clock. The subject of
Victor Bumheimer. Jr., a stu
the
program will be “Defending
ALENA L. STARRETT
dent at Colby College spent the
our
Defenses.
’’
Correspondent
weekend with his parents. Mr. and
fit ft ft ft
Miss Norina Fossett is at Knox
Mrs. Victor V. Burnheimer.
Hospital for treatment.
Ttel. 48
■ Private George Kuhn who is
Seven Tree Grange turned out to
stationed at Port McKinley was
Warren Lodge, I.O.O.F., will work the number of 33 to attend a re
weekend guest of his mother. Mrs. the initiatory degree on three can- cent union all-day meeting at
Bessie S. Kuhn.
didates Friday night. Tiie degree Washington. Mrs. Frederick Payne
Mr and Mrs. Richard Gerry and staff of tlie Samaritan Lodge of of Augusta was the speaker and
son Richard were dinner guests Waterville, will work the first de- gave an interesting talk on ' Legis- .
Friday night of Mr. and Mrs. Ru gree Saturday on a large class of lature,"
I*
fus Colby at Cooper's Mills.
candidates for Warren Lodge. SupMr. and Mrs Robert Packard and
The Susannah Wesley Society per Saturday will be served on | Miss Bertha McIntire of Warren i
will hold an Easter sale April 3 in the arrival of the guests. Warren called Sunday on friends here.
Lodge conferred the initiatory de
the Methodist vestry.
The Ladies Aid will meet Friday
Mrs. Lawrence Weston Ls enter gree on five candidates. Friday, and at the Methodist Civurch.
taining the Woman’s Club this on two at a special meeting Satur
The Methodist Brotherhood will
day. LaForest Mank of Waldoboro. meet Wednesday night in the ‘
afternoon.
D.D.G.M. of this district was pres
vestry. A public dinner will be
Mrs Harold R. Smith, Mrs Ervin ent Friday.
served at 6.30 following which
Weiblen and son. Billy of Coopers
Miss Harriet Hahn was well re Welsh of Thomaston will show mo
i Mills were callers Sunday on
membered on her birthday Thurs
tion pictures.
friends in town.
day. with gifts, and over 80 greet
The Ladies Aid will serve a pubOfficers and directors of Handi ing cards.
craft Co-operative met Monday
Committee for entertainment and lic dinner Friday qovt..
in the Assessor's office. «
Rev. Mr. Colby Of Gardiner will
refreshments following the stated
Meadowlark Troop of Girl Scouts meeting of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S. will substitute Sunday at the Methodist
enjoyed an outdoor picnic dinner be Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Juura, and Church in the absence of Rev. Mr. t
Ross.
Saturday at the home of Dr. and Mr. and Mrs. Uno J Laiho.
MOJUD HOSIERY
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest.
Miss Edith Hawes returned Fri
The Woman's Club study unit
Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Mrs. Stanley will meet Thursday at 2 o'clock at day from Boston.
in your individual leg length
Mrs Merton Payson was hostess
Poland accompanied by Mrs. the home of Mrs. Cornelius Over
Harold Parsons of Newcastle visi look. Club members are invited. A Friday to the "Mother's Club.
paper entitled “Faith For These
ted in Portland.
The annual High School speak Times” will be given by Mrs Inez NORTH APPLETON
ing contest will be held tonight Mathews and “What Makes the
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Johnson are
• Choose your silk stockings as you do your
Worker Like to Work’’ by Mrs.
in the auditorium.
in
Boston where Mr. Johnson has
clothes . . . to your personal measure. Whether
Alena
Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Meservey,
entered the Baptist Hospital in
you're tail, small or medium. Beautiful Mofuds
Miss Evelyn Wotton and Ethel Roxbury for a surgical operation.
Mr. and Mrs. A L. Meservey. Miss
in your individual leg length will fit with
Wotton
have
been
guests
recently
Beverley Meservey and Robert j
Philip Keene andl Arjiold Pitman
painted-on perfection . . . your constant^ assur
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ira
Wotton
in
Pease cf North Appleton were din
of U. of M passed the weekend
Rockland.
ance
of "glamour legs." And be
ner guests at the Baptist Parson
with their parents.
cause
they fit without strain . . ;
Mrs.
William
Stackhouse
lias
age Sunday and attended services
Mr. and Mrs Wesley Cunning
been
ill
but
is
gaining.
they
last longer,, too.
CUAtAMTHD
at the church. A large group of
ham of Augusta spent last Tuesday | ) ATrllirUO * I
Tlie Contract Club met last at their home here.
young people from West Sidney
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Eve
also attended.
Edward C. Johnson of Palmer
lyn Robinson.
Mass., and Harry Edgecomb were
Tlie first rehearsal for the min recent visitors at the home of O
SOUTH LIBERTY
strel
show to be given soon by the T Keene.
Alton Overlook has had the cast Baptist
Men's Forum, will be held
Ben Cullinan who has been con
removed from ills injured ankle, tonight at the Montgomery rooms.
valescing
from an eperation the , In Everybody’s Column WANTED
but Ls still unable to walk without
Charles WiLson will direct, and Wil past two months has resumed his,
the use of crutches.
bur Connon will be the interlocu
Advertlsements In this column no.
WANT to buy old fashioned square
Jesse Flanders lias been ill, but tor, with Roger Teague, Selden work of driving tlie mail from i to exceed three lines Inserted once foi piano
Must be in hue condition TE.l
Union
to
Searsmont
25
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Ad
Ls now able to attend the evening Robinson, Chester Wyllie, Charles
31-3.1
dlttona: lines five cents each for one 103
sessions at the local store.
Schocl
News
time.
10
cents
for
three
times.
Five
SECOND
hand
carpenters
and
ship
Wilson, George Buck, and Percy
carpenter's tools. Write "J S
The men of the neighborhood Kenniston the end men, supple
Tlie recent one-act play contest i small words to a line.
Courier-Gazette,
’_______________ 33'35
held a chopping bee for James mented by an all-male chorus.
found "Winter Sunset" the best.
ROOFING
work
wanted, htaglr.t
Overlook recently. A pile of wood
fuml-hed, free estimate
WILLIAM
Miss Madeline Mank. daughter of Tliis play will be taken to Belfast LOST AND FOUND
was cut and hauled home for him. Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mank of March 20 to compete with six other
YOUNG. JR . Thomaston St.. Tel
591-M
33-35
Edw. Grinnell has been starting this town, and George Hall, son of schools. Miss Effie Hill and Law
WINE colored pocketbook lost, be ------ -ONE
mature
man
or
woman
wanted
out wood for James Curtis.
tween
Knox
Hospital
and
Crescent
St.,
Mr and Mrs. Albert Hall of Thom rence Pease won the prizes which
money and receipt. Reward. for pleasant year round work In Rock
Mrs. James Overlook has been in aston were married Friday night were presented to the best actress contained
Experience not necessary. Bet
107 SO. MAIN ST.
31’33 land
ter than average earnings to start
ill health.
by Rev. Alger Gerry, at the First and actor. Tlie play was also pre
Write EMPLOYMENT MANAGER 231
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ripley Baptist Church, in Portland. Mr. sented in Union at the Eastern Star
Johnson Ave.. Newark. N J_____ 33*35
FOR SALE
have returned from Waldoboro and Hall, called in the draft, left Sat Lodge.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
The Erskine game was cancelled.
are staying with Mrs .Ripley's par urday for a year s training in the
called for and delivered. T J. FI .EM 32-tf
TWO 8-foot show cases for sale. INC. 19 Birch St . Te! 212-W
The basketball season closed in
ents. Mr. and Mrs. James Curtis. Army. The Camp to which he was
Solid mahovanv plate class tops <15.
GOOD
home
for
aged
persons
or
In
Edw. Grinnell is very busy these to be assigned was not known to triumPh bY winning both games Call
at SENTER CRANE'S. Rockland
vahds at 17 Suffolk St., expert, lndl
days getting his sap camp and him at the time of his departure a§a^nst Thomaston Tuesday. It ____________________________________ 33-35 vldual attention TEL 1200. 17*19-tf
JERSEY cow for sale. 5 years old.
equipment ready fcr the maple Mis. Hall is employed in the fin- was one of the most excitiR» games
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
freshen
April;
also Dodge truck.
syrup season.
r«I’M.tor .ind delivered T. .1. FLEM
isfting department of the Georges
t;ie seascn
Plymouth sedan
Hay- rake wanted
17-tf
33‘lt ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
James Curtis and Donald Rhodes River Mills, and is boarding at the 1 The following is the girls' line-up: C ERICKSON. Warren
HOUSEHOLD
goods
for
sale
this
Appleton
H.
S..
23
—
Salo.
lf.
1;
were business visitors Thursday in home of Mrs. Annie Watts at pres- '
El LIS 8. GRAY. Oyster River
Wentworth, rf; Hill, c; Griffin, cf; week.
Augusta.
ent.
RD . Warren. Me.
33-35 TO LET
i washtnc. machine for sale
George Curtis whq has been em
14
"Are We Able?” will be the •ser Edgeccmb. rg; Cunningham, lf.
33* It
Thomaston H. S , 21—Johnsen. If, £?hli st tel ioslj_____________
ployed in Hertford and Bridgeport, mon topic for the service WednesNICELY furnished, heated two-rooiu
F. Burnham. 1 P Burnham
twenty-five horses that mu:t be apt. on bathroom floor to let; all elec
Ccr.n., as pile driver, is now em day night at the Baptist Church. 6-(I);
2 Bell vr
so,d
make room for another load
tric appliances
TEI
114 W, 18 L»
All ov. r hipping sickness Priced be
A meeting of the Finance Commit z. Bell, M. Mltc.lell, R. Mltchen.
ployed at Lawrence. Mass.
land St., City._________________
33-35
The
follow.ng
is
the
bovs'
linelow
present marked prices
LEON A
tee
of
the
church
will
be
held
fol

Donald Rhodes is hauling logs to
Up.
< IUDWIO, Newcastle, Tel. 135
33*36
"-ROOM house at 95 No. Main St
comer of Warren S< to let. Bath room
his mill and will be ready to saw lowing the prayer meeting.
Appeton
H.
S
,
40-^Iewell,
5.
SIX
r
°°m
and
bath
Urge
and
furnace. Newly painted and pap
rage and workshop, good neighbor
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Seekins and
lumber in a few days. James
Gushee,
4;
Pease,
6;
Griffin
’
4;
hood for sale. Also six-room house, ered. TEL. 745-R or 11 Granite St
family of Thomaston were callers
35*35
Curtis Jr., is helper.
garage, few minutes walk from
Fhilbrcok. Fich 1; Pease. Fuller. Pbath,
O Some repairs needed, but price
Mrs. Eleanor Curtis and daugh Sunday at the home of Mr and Wentworth.
very low. Several bargains in two- to let. furnl
ti or unfurnished Fine
ter Nancy were callers last Tues Mrs. Burleigh Mank.
faml'y houses. Good locations. I have location.
I*®
E 980 or 684-W
33-33
Thcmaston H. S„ 20—Kelly, 3; several customers for 5 and 6-room
Tlie
March
meeting
of
the
Past
day at Elizabeth Youngs.
ii
houses. List your property now. No
Chapman,
2;
Lynch,
1;
John-cn
TWO-room
mlshed apartment with
Grands and Past Noble Grands As
sale, no charge.
L A. THURSTON.
UNION'S*!.
32 24
sociation of Knox and Lincoln
Bigjer’ 2; Clark> Pi"rpcnt. SmaJ- Tel _ 1159__________________________ 32-34 bath to.lsn
ley
FOUR uilfu&ished rooms to !«*
TENANT'S HARBOR
3000-ACRE block of timber for -.ale.
Lincoln Counties will be omitted.
>rch^ t
5 25'. acre. 90 acres timber lot t700
Tlie Aim-On Club met recently
There will be no public supper
12
Knox St. TKL. J56-W
31 tf
Poultry, fruit farm. 7 acres. $900 Hou-e
at the home of the president Aune Thursday by the Baptist Ladies’ GLEN COVE
water at sink Shed, garage, pouitrv
7-ROOM tenement to let at 24 Cre
house. G. H WILSON. R' 1. Skow cent St. w.th flush and lights NewBragdon.
Circle.
32-34 ly renovated <12__ TEL 785-R 31*33
Carl Eaton has returned to his hegan. Me
Mrs. Henry Patterson has re
---------------- government duties after being at - ford v-8 truck for sale 1935. long
ROOMS to let at 51 Oramte St All
turned from Boston.
modern lmproveqienu.
TEI. 152 M
Mr and Mrs. OH. Marshall of | home while reeover.ng fro,,, a surS“
Mrs. Eugenia Falla of Rockland Rockland
' gical operation.
_ _____________________
32*54 _______ 31-33
FURNISHED
apartments
to
let
spent the weekend at the home of
At the latest meeting of Puritan
The Store and post Office are BRAND new Silk hand braided rug DELIA
YORK. Ill Pleasant St
29-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henderson.
CALL 10— ------------ ______________
Rebekah Lodge, the degree was being redecorated by Edgar BarROOM to let at IS Grove St. MRS
WE buy and sell second-hand fur- FLORA COLLINS Tel 579-W
At a recent meeting of Naomi conferred: on Misses Margaret rows.
26-tf
niture of ali kinds; before you make
Chapter. Past Matron Harriet B. Marriott and Marion Dowling by
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
Mrs. Gladys Gregory received, . in , Furniture Exchange.
,our aPP^
a
i
s
?1
Pf*
ce
-.
at
235 Main St. Tel 1 Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
Rawley was recipient of a gift pre the Camden Lodge.
award Thursday at the cocking 1350 Rockland_____________________
25-tf tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
sented as a token of appreciation
M. ARMATA, The Men's Shop. Main
Mrs. Delia Bickmore who has schocl in Rockland.
Hard wooa per foot, fitted, gl.50; & Park Sts , Rockland.____________26 tf
of her 35 years as an officer. Re been ill for several weeks .remains
______________ Sawed (1 40; long, <1 30. M B. & C. O
LARGE store with three rooms and
PERRY. Tel. 487
26-tf
freshments were served by Mabel confined to bed.
FARM Bl'REAV MUTUAL AUTOMO
bath In rear. 73 Park St Center store
D
dc
H.
hard
coal,
egg,
stove,
nut
BILE
INSURANCE
COMPANY
In
block $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY
Wilson and Beulah Allen. The
Lawrence Watts has made an
114 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal 283 Mato St.
Concord, New Hampshire
26 tf
baseball contest was again won by improvement on the exterior of his
<8
per
ton.
del.
Nut
else
New
River
soft
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
FOUR room furnished, heated apt
not
screened
$9
ton
del.
M
B
&
C.
Capt. Alvah Harris’ team wtih a house, shingling the walls and roof, Real Estate.
$35,000 00 O. PERRY, 519 Main St.. Tel. 487 26-tf to let. automatic hot water. At 15
Stocks and Bond.-.
312 528 34
Summer SV %M FWST. Tel 318-W
score of 4 to 2.
putting on new finish, and making Cash
in Office and Bank.
58 152 21
7V_________ 2(i tf
Capt. Charles Holbrook, Mr and a new entrance to the porch.
Agents' Balances.
13.29tt 25
HEATED apartmenf to let, modern
Interest
and
R-nts,
2.181
63
Eggs And Chicks
Mrs. David Brown and son. Mr.
conveniences, hard wood floors Thtee
All other Assets,
47.303 16
rooms Kith and k'tcheriette.
k!
App!'
and Mrs. Homer Harding, Mr. and
at 130 Utifc.n Sfcjor TEL. 158 or 723-R
Gross Assets,
<468.463 59
Mrs. Herbert Davidson and Mrs. LEGISLATIVE NOTICE
”
26 tf
Deduct items not admitted.
8.634 36 : heavy egg production and meat^Red^
Lewis Watts all of Somerville,
TWO or 3 room furnished a
« Rocks- Clem-Cross baby pullets, cockThe Committee on Sea and Shore
Adnutted.
$455,829 23 erels. Malne U S Pullorum Clean. let on Warren St Inquire at 12
Mass., were in town Friday to at Fisheries wlU give a public hearing in
REN or 11 JAMES ST
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
1 Based on years of finest breeding Pul
its
rooms
at
the
State
Hous,
In
Au

tend the committal service at Sea gusta, on
Net Unpaid Lo-se,.
\
$104,517 4-t '
clicks In all breeds Free catalogue
All other Liabf.ltle..
&.094 53
CLEMENTS
side oemetery for Mrs. Mary Hol
MARCH 20. 1941, 2 P. M.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 346.217 26 BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33, Wlnter- MISCELLANEOUS
brook. wife of Capt. Holbrook. The
H P. 1592 L. D. 914 Resolve, Relat
__________ _ | port. Me_______________
to fishing In Penobscot Bav. H.
Total Liabilities and
party were overnight guests of Mr. ing
nJ , B' I„ Red chicks for sale, hatched
P. 1616 L. D 960 AN ACT Relating to
Surplus.
$459 829 23 | from 2-year-old hens; also day old
SEfWlNo machines oiled and ad
and Mrs. Orris Holbrook and of lobster fishing licenses.
31-33
33-T-39 , roosters 2c each.
W. H TOLMAN.
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Corp. Stewart Pollard who has
been stationed at Port McKinley
was in town Sunday bidding good
bye to his parents Cap>t. and Mrs.
Ralph Pollard and friends. Corp
Pollard leaves soon for Hawaii
where he will be stationed.
Mrs. Arthur Hatch, of Sanford
spent the weekend with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scott.
Miss Shirley Bums. R. N , who

HLs ears strained for sound, but
there was only silence. He tried kick
ing at the foot-thick steel doors, but
j there was no response. It came
to him that in the heart of a great
city, with its teeming millions, he
By General ARID WHITE A metallic click told him was as completely sealed away as
WNV (KVICI
fci A. WMIII
bis weapon was empty.
a dead man in a tomb.
Out in the offices of the Andes
ing
in
a
tremulous
voice
CHAPTER XIV
“Ja. Senor Salvatore, he may be Gold Mining and Milling Company a
Benning left the hotel at nine 811 right,” Oldfer said anxiously. blunt new crew had taken over, head
o'clock and walked to the Empire "He introduced himself, but I don’t ed by Lieutenant Colonel Wallace,
State Building. During the night he like the way he nosed about into our corps area Intelligence officer. Three
Wallace’s officers were checking
had collected available information things, so I have him waiting for ; of
..
, the company records,
. three
..
“I through
of the Andes Gold Mining and Mill you.• '
others were standing guard over
ing Company. The firm had been
Salvatore strode into the room, an four glum prisoners.
operating in New York for ten years erect, saturnine man in morning
This sharp transfer of authority
past It was a small but regular coat, striped trousers, and lurid
dividend payer, was not listed on neckwear. Even in the shock of rec had been accompanied by a brief,
the stock exchange, and had con ognition, Benning's startled mind tragic violence. In a comer of the
formed to all laws and requirements flashed to a whim of professional office, covered by a rug, lay the
in regard to its operations and trans observation. This man’s presence body of Backropp. A bullet from
actions. Simon Salvatore, a Chile confirmed his every suspicion of the Wallace’s pistol had been needed to
an, had recently taken over as man Andes Gold Mining and Milling end Backropp’s resistance.
“All right, Oldfer,” Wallace
aging director.
Company. Salvatore was Gaujos, the
On reaching the forty-fifth floor, masquerader with whom he had threatened the cowering fat man
Eenning went direct to the compa traded shots at San Antonio, the man who sat in front of hii». “I’ll give
ny's offices and stepped inside.
who as Colonel Bravot had been his you one more chance to remember
A fat roly-poly of a man with cat chief of section in Van Hassek espi the combination to that safe. If you
like smirk stamped on his round face onage service at the Palacio Na- do remember, I’ll make it an intern
ment camp, if you don't I’ll have you
came up to Benning at once to cional.
Bravot sat down at his desk and hanged inside a week!”
search him with small round eyes
He lifted his wrist to his eyes and
that glinted suspicious appraisal fixed his gaze on his visitor. In his
cold, blunt eyes there showed no rec glanced at the time. "I’ll give you
through horn-rimmed glasses.
"I am Mr. Oldfer, office manag ognition of the American agent exactly thirty seconds more to de
er,” ve said in an ingratiating purr. whom he had glimpsed at San An cide whether you live or hang.”
Ten seconds had passed when the
"Is .nere something I can do for tonio and failed to recognize in Mex
ico City.
office door opened. Safe experts re
you?”
“What explanation have you to of ported in to tackle the job of open
"I am a stockholder.” Benning
said, intent on completing his recon fer of your visit here?” Bravot in ing the vault. Oldfer was jolted into
decision by knowledge that if the
naissance of the room in the short quired.
“I’m here from Mexico City, Colo man in the vault emerged alive, the
est possible time. "I wish to inqu.rc if it is true the company is dis nel Bravot,” Benning answered with jig was up with him.
using of two mines, the Palacio |
“I’ll open it!” he cried, leaping
Q tres and the Silver Sabers?”
to his feet. “Ja, I’ll open the safe,
Oldfers upper teeth gnawed nerv
if you promise me I don’t hang for
ously at his lower lip at this blunt
it!”
identification of the visitor as a Van
Oldfer fairly raced to the steel
Hassek agent.
doors and nervously fingered the
' Maybe,” Oldfer hesitated, “you
combination. In his excitement three
want to see Senor Salvatore?”
trials were necessary to complete
the combination. Colonel Wallace
‘‘Nonsense!” Benning said with
authority. "You say you are the of
seized the door and pulled it open.
Benning was lying on the floor, his
fice manager and I have just intro
right hand clutching a small pocket
duced myself fully. I’m in a great
notebook.
hurry, Oldfer.”
Benning stepped decisively past
Wallace lifted the unconscious man
the fellow and went to the open
to a sofa in the Salvatore room. A
“B” cabinet at which a ruddy clerk
medical officer, who had been hur
of Slav features was working. While
ried in from Governor’s Island, took
Oldfer pattered up with muttered
pulse and temperature and applied
protests, Benning thumbed through
stimulants. . In a minute Benning
the Baltimore entries. Ramsey, Rinopened his eyes and. on orienting his
gold, Rosser, Rouse, Rumbolt. He
mind to the whirling gray world
noted that after each listed stock
about him, attempted to sit up.
holder there were symbols purport
•‘The captain will be all right
ing to show number of stock shares
shortly,” the doctor predicted. “It’s
held, dates of dividend payment, and
just as well, however, you got him
other littered data.
out of there without much more de
lay.”
His eye caught the pertinent de
tail that in the Baltimore file, as
Half an hour later Benning in
compared with other files through
sisted on getting to his feet. His
which he hurriedly skimmed, there
legs were wobbly under him, the
were many more entries on each
slow, steady throb of his pulse re
card. Baltimore, headquarters of
verberated in aching temples. But
the Army's Third Corps Area, and
he waved the medico aside and went
flanked by some of the Army’s im
“A ponderous hand closed over
into the office where Wallace and his
portant arsenals and secret prov
Benning’s mouth.”
men were working.
ing grounds, was a logical beehive
“Here, Benning, you’d better take
calm assurance. “I have identified it easy,” the corps area G-2 chief
of espionage activity.
“Very good, your Baltimore file myself and am prepared to do so admonished.
shows the proper activity,” Benning again. The precise nature of my
“I’m feeling better,” Benning an
announced, turning abruptly away to mission I am not permitted to dis swered. “What’s the score now.
face Oldfer. “Thank you for your close to you. Beyond that I've noth Colonel?”
ing to say.”
courtesy.”
Colonel Wallace was effervescent.
“Senor Salvatore will be here very
Without taking his eyes from Ben “The Andes Gold Mining and Mill
soon,” Oldfer said. “It is necessary ning, Bravot slowly opened a drawer ing Company?' he exclaimed, “is
that you talk with Mr. Salvatore be of his desk and brought out an auto the most valuable mine in the world
fore you leave.”
matic pistol.
right now. No question about it.
“Tell Salvatore,” Benning said,
As he leveled the weapon across we’re headed for the biggest spy
scowling at his watch, “that I'll be the desk Bravot’s left hand went to roundup in history.”
back by eleven at latest. Just now a call button which sent a rasping
“Where’s Bravot?” Benning want
I’m in a hurry.”
summons into the outer office. Old ed to know. “Bravot, alias Salva
“Oh, no, but you will wait,” Old fer came in at once.
tore.”
fer whined. “Ja, you will wait, or
“We have had a close call, Old
The glow of Wallace’s face van
Senor Salvatore would never forgive fer,” Bravot said. He passed his ished into gloom. “Pretty bad luck,
me.” He turned to one of his clerks left hand across his forehead, now Benning,” he said heavily. “He man
and cried, '’Here, Backropp, you will wet with perspiration. “This man aged to slip out his private door as
keep the gentleman company until is an Army Intelligence agent who we entered. I had Lieutenant Crane
Mr. Salvatore arrives!”
shot at me once, and whom I stu guarding the hall. Salvatore killed
A barrel-chested man whose squat pidly overlooked in Mexico due to him with a small automatic and was
legs, long angular face, and flail- my preoccupation with other mat lucky enough to catch a cage down
like arms gave him the aspect of an ters.”
before we could get out there. By
orangutan, stepped forward with a
Benning heard the outer door the way, Benning, when you feel up
nod. The others moved closer. Ben open. Oldfer, terror leaping into his to it. Colonel Flagwill wishes you
ning saw that only by force might little eyes, jumped across the room to call him at the War Department.”
he pass out the door of the Andes and slammed Bravot’s door. Ben
Benning checked through the haul
Gold Mining and Milling Company. j ning sprang to his feet, but the ape of records. There was no need of
Numbers were against him.
like arms of Backropp were about cryptographers on the job. In a false
“All right, Oldfer,” he yielded with him in an instant w’ith all the crush bottom of Bravot’s desk, Wallace
annoyance, “I'll wait a reasonable ing force of motor-driven prongs. A had unearthed a code book which uutime.”
ponderous hand closed over Ben locked the symbols.
Backropp escorted Benning into
ning's
mouth and shut off articula
The first estimates showed seven
the Salvatore private room behind tion.
teen
thousand cards of stockholders.
the main office, where he indicated a
Benning
felt
himself
lifted
clear
Many
of these were innocent pur
s
in front of Salvatore’s mahog
any desk. Backropp sat down close of the floor by a strength against chasers, Wallace thought from the
by and folded his ponderous arms which his own sinews were power first results of his check, but there
across his chest. Two others of Old less. Backropp carried him across was evidence of thousands of enefer's men quit their work at the files the room to the Bravot concrete : my agents, scattered in important
to take position just outside the Sal vault that lay open behind heavy posts and positions throughout the
vatore door. Benning saw that he steel doors. The ape-man hurled him United States.
An hour later Benning went to
was as definitely a prisoner as if he inside with a stunning violence and
heaved
the
doors
shut.
the
McAlpin. His legs still lacked
bad been bound and gagged.
Benning picked himself up and strength and he took a cab for the
Benning waited, impatiently con
sulting his watch from time to time. shook his head to clear his wits from short ride. Upstairs in his room he
Barely fifteen minutes had passed the shock of his fall. Only the habit called Flagwill, who was on the line
before he heard someone enter the of self-discipline saved him from promptly.
“Glad you’re all right, Benning,
office from outside. He rose and panic as he found himself engulfed
walked to an open window, Back in this black, steel-encased void. He you had us worried!” Flagwill ex
ropp watching him narrowly. Casu heard the vague click of bolts as the claimed. “A great piece of work,
simply great! Report back as soon
ally he selected a cigarette from his door was locked, then silence.
as you feel like traveling, Benning ”
He
felt
about
the
interior
of
his
case, lighted it, took two quick puffs
Flagwill's
voice trailed into gravity.
prison
and
estimated
its
dimensions
a , 1 cast it out the window.
“It’s a long way down to the street as some six feet wide by ten feet “Things are looking pretty black
right now—and we’ve got to find out
from here, Backropp,” he said, lean in depth.
He knew that rescue depended what’s ahead of us. General Hague
ing out for a brief survey below.
Benning saw a yellowish phosgene largely upon that phosgene cigarette suggested—well, if you think you’ve
smudge trail out behind his falling he had tossed out the window as a a chance at it—thought you might
Of
cigarette and turned back to Back signal to Intelligence operatives be learn something—in Mexico.
low. He argued that they had caught course, we’ll let you decide.”
ropp.
“Very good, sir.” Benning assent
the signal; it must have been G-2
"It’s not so far down.” Backropp
men who invaded the Andes office ed. "I'll report tn Washington on
muttered, "if you don't wait to take
a elevator.”
at the critical instant of his impris the next available plane.”
(Continued in Satwdaj's issue)
Al ui LUe office Oldfer was speak onment.
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26-tf

CENTRAL SURETY
AND INSURANCE CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
R«a! Estate,
.♦143.577 37
Mortgage Loans.
110 797 14
Collateral Loans.
5.000 00
Stocks and Bonds.
6 0^3.527 74
Cash In Office and Bank.
1.169 909 25
Agents' Balances.
903.411 68
Interest and Rents.
51.202 89
All other Assets.
81 801 41
Gross Assets.
<8 524.327 48
Deduct Items not admitted1.
46.775 33
Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DEC
Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

$8 477.552
311. 1940
$2,402,048
2 163 953
689 623
1 000.000
. 2.221.927

15
63
35
06

o:>
11

88.477.552 15
33-T-39

Lowest-Priced of “All 3”
on Many Models

TRANSCONTINENTAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
New York. hl. Y.
ASSETS. DEJC. 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
83.082.760
Cash In Office and Bank.
1 362.605
Agenta' Balances.
265.815
Bills Receivable.
5 273
Interest and Rente.
11 825
All other Assets.
17.513

70
46
74
70
49
40

Gross Assets,
<4 745.794 49
Deduct Items not admitted.
287.059 36
Admitted.
84.458.735 13
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
860.590 97
Unearned Premiums,
559.630 29
All other Liabilities.
236 820 00
Cash capital.
1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2 601.684 87
Total Liabilities and

Surplus.

84.458.735 13

- 87-T-33 I

justed tl
Rebuilding a special!
BOX 254, Rockport.
32*3-1
THIS 11 to notify all person-- tha'
from this date on I will pay no bi!
other than those contracted bv nr,
self HADLEY B MIL! ER. Lawri' MMarch 12. 1941. _________________ 31*3;,
U. S. Roofing and Painting C>
Roans papered. $5 up complete wr
all material and labor. Celling whiten*
81 50 up
TEX 270- W.
28 - I ■
MEN Women Over 40' Old? Weak
Rundown? Oatrex Tonic Tablets rep
up bodiee lacking Iron. Vitamin B
Get vim Get "Introductory' 35c si
today. Call, write C H MOOR A- CO
and all other good drug stores
27*:i >
WELDERS NOTICE
In the past week among our grad
uates who have passed the Shlp\arrt
test at Bath Iron Works are Pau
Olrouard
Western Ave
Biddeford
Owen Wallace. Broadway. So Port
land; Carl Perry. Warren; Don Bio*’
gett and Earl Gray. Brooksville; M
ton Eaton. Deer Isle; Arnold Drlllen
Brewer These are cniy a few of ou:
Graduates that are now on the wa'’
to better pay. Our course of 125 cr
more hours can qualify you for a Job
In the ^hlpvards.
Tuition avera^'
less thin 8 dollar an hour. To be 1
succesg enroll in- a successful scho
Write or.call for complete detaib A *
for our free prospectus.
CAPITOI
WEI DING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Av
Portland. Me
30*35

Wanted-Salesman
Experienced oil salesman want
ed to cover Knox Counts by ma
jor oil company. Permanent posi
tion. Straight salary. Prefer lo<al
man who knows the territory and
the trade there. Please rive .ill
details In vour replv. Write at
once to E-20, care The CourierGazette.
31-33

I

gjjR© OOOAR O I
Oocrefponder.!
^st Arey went si
.pringfield, N. J
Henry Anders(.]
came Saturday
\tPI- Mass., and are
irents, Mr. and Mrs. a|
’The One O’clock Club
lay night with Mr. an j
Coombs.
The Red Cross will m-|
L,av for an all day aes.4
latter Day Saints' Chud
Mr and Mrs- Charle
rRed Saturday from I
1'J
Fox Islanders 4-H Club
ne«dny night with tlJ
leader, Miss Erdine Ct
Mr and Mrs. M E. 1
^turned from Stoning
Mr Landers has been •
Mrs. Leroy Oross anj
of Auburn are guests ol
Gross.
_
.
.
George Gray has beer.
Stonington the past w« •!
turned Monday.
Mrs Fred Greenlaw
ter M'S. Leroy Ames vlsj
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Due to the recent epidemic of in
fluenza and grippe the attendance
at the regular meeting cf the Vinal
haven Lions Club was cut down
considerably as the Club met in
Union Church Vestry last Thursday
night but a very interesting meet
ing was held and one that promises
results in some of the Clubs pro
jects. Reports were heard from
some of the standing committees
and the project of the parking fa
cilities at the Ferry Landing was
left with the Committee that had
it in charge to keep working on the
matter and to press for the comple
tion of the project.
Calvin Vinal was tne only guest
but just having been to Augusta
for the purpose of attending a
hearing before the Ways and
Bridges Committee concerning a
special resolve for the purpose of
getting money available to tar the
North Haven road, he was a very
welcome guest with the information
that he had obtained. At the di
rectors' meeting that was held after
the regular meeting the club voted
to assist in defraying the expense
of a representative to attend the
next hearing which will take place
| Thursday. During the vocal exer
cises (which some of the boys call
singing) the selection ''GrandI father’s Clock" was being rendered,
when everybody was surprised by
i the eccentric sound effects introI duced by that virtuoso of music
jLion Keith Carver Keith’s imita
tion of the tick tock of Grand
father's Clock sounded like bass
notes of a whistling buoy during a
fresh southwester.
After the meeting the more ener- getic of the Lions repaired to the
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Going
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Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M.. over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester: WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; W’TIC. Hart
ford; WEAN. Providence: W I.BZ, Bangor.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.

• • • •
Among the new bcoks;
Winston Churchill by Kraus. A
biography of England's prime min
ister. After military experiences
in Ctuba. India and the Boer War.
Churchill was given a high posi
tion of responsibility in the first
World War and was blamed for
the English fleet’s failure to force
the Dardanelles. Though demoted
for this, how he rose again to po
sitions of great influence is told
in this interesting account of hts
Anchor to Windward by Edwin
V. Mitchell. The author of ‘‘Maine
Summer" here presents an account
of the mission boat which serves
the many islands and lighthouses
off-the coast of Maine. The book
is a pleasant account of the peo
ple, their customs and occupations,
intermingles with history and
anecdotes. It is written in the
same delighful manner as “Maine

One of (he few remaining steamboats plying in the waters cf coastal Maine Ls the gallant North Haven,
owned and operated by the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Company, and frequently referred to in John
! M. Richardson’s “Steamboat Days”. The daily trips across Penobscot Bay might seem a bit monotonous to the
landsman, but the efficient crew above shown finds never falling interest in the work, and patrons of the line
know that their welfare is in safe hands.
Front rew, left to right: William Philbrook. George Ranquist, Eddie Childs, Jchn Martin, Charles Ranquist,
the engineer. Second row: Milton Henniger, Willie Turner. Austin Turner, Lester Kent, the mate; Captain
Roscoe M. Kent, R. W. Stinson, the purser.
—Photo by Cullen.

to report to Portland, March 26 for
final examinations for induction
into the Army. Although a rather
quiet fellow Lion Pcole will be sad
ly missed in the Vinalhaven Lions
Club, because of his cheerful will
ingness to do any job assigned to
Cascade Alleys where two picked up him, and the best wishes of the
teams turned in a surprisingly close Lions along with that of his many
and interesting match.
friends are extended to him in this
Recognition toas made of the ex- period of service to his country.
| pec ted loss to the Club of Lion
Il' Don can only learn to .shoot
Donald Poole who has had notice ! a rifle as straight as he can throw
a ball down a bowling alley he can
j kncck the eye teeth out of a guy at
nieces and nephews.
Services were held Saturday at 500 yards and should be soon wearthe Fossett funeral home. Rev. ling all the sharpshooters' medals
Kenneth Cook, pastor of Union the army has in stock.
The bowling score:
Church, officiated.
There were
Bill Wahlman 292, Drew. 250,
beautiful floral offerings. Inter
ment was in the lamily lot in John Webster 217. Holmstrom 259. total
Carver cemetery. The bearers were 1024.
Poole 291. Lane 256. Gilchrist 243,
F. L. Roberts, David Duncan.
Frank Brown and Benjamin Arey. ' K Carver 237, total 1027.

TREMONT
Mrs. Alice Smith was guest
i
speaker Sunday morning at the
Olsen Chapel and the Tremont
Church.
Chairman Henry Kelley took the
Boy Scouts on a hike Saturday
through the National Park.
Roy Sweeney of Waltham, Mass., I
spent the weekend with Mr. and j

Mrs. Jacob Kelley.

driver of the school bus for a num
ber for years, has resigned to accept a position with Wm. Under
wood Co. Mr. Webster who has
been in great favor with all the
school children will be greatly
missed.
The Chamber of Commerce met
March 5 with a large attendance.
Several new articles were brought
up for discussion.
The Boy Scouts of Troop 81 met
with Troop 99 at Southwest Harbor
recently and enjoyed refreshments
following the business meeting.

The Ladies Aid met recently with
Mis. Iona Sawyer.
Marjorie Davis spent the week I
end at her home in Otter Creek
• Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hamblin
have moved to Mrs. Fred Thurs OWL’S HEAD
Helen Garnett announces that
ton’s house.
she
is not a candidate for any
L. J. Norwood, who bought the
town
office but Jack Garnett is a
building at Capitol Corner has
moved it to his residence at Ber candidate for third Selectman.
nard.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Edwin Webster, who has been the
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of the smoke itself.

THE SMOKE’S THE THING!
\7ES, when you smoke the slower-burning cigarette...Camel...

I

von have the pleasing assurance of modem laboratory science
that you're getting less nicotine in the smoke.
Not only extra freedom from nicotine-but other important ex

tras as well-extra mildness, extra coolness, and extra flavor, too,
t<>r Camel’s slower way of burning means, free om ro™ **•
dulling excess heat and the irritating qualities of too-fast burning.

There’s economy in Camels, too-extra smoking per pack.
\nd

by the carton, Camels are even more economical.

Try slower-burning Camels. Compare them by smoking them

K. 1 Beynoldi Tob.cro Cwnpany. Wln.tan-8«lw^N»fU22Z2X

BY BURNING 25S SLOWER
than the average of the 4
other largest-selling brands
tested—slower than any of
them—Gamels also give you
a smoking plus equal, on
the average, to
5 EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

THERE ARE NO “RETAKES” in televi

you’ll appreciate the freedom from the irri

sion. Every night is first night. ‘‘That’s the

tating qualities of excess heat... the extra

thrill o| it,” says Miss Read. “And the

mildness and extra coolness of Camel’s

thrilling thing about Camels to me is that

slower-burning, costlier tobaccos. And

they always taste so good. I don’t get tired

you'll enjoy Camel’s full, rich flavor all the

of smoking Camels. And they really are so

more, knowing — by the word of indepen

much cooler and milder.

dent tests — that you’re getting less nico

The more you smoke Camels, the more

tine in the smoke (see above, left).

C/tMEL

CfMKETTE

Tlie .jacket of Dale Warren's new
book "The Care and Feeding of a
Place in the Country" promises to
tell you how to extract the “fun
from the fundamentals’’ and in 509
numbered admonitions proceeds to
do just that. Your place in the
country will be "incessant in its
demands on your attention, your
courage, your wits, your love and
your money,” he promises, but the
small book based on the author’s
own experiences he hopes will help
you “achieve desired results with
the minimum of effort, worry and
expense," even though he admits
"helpful hints for the householder,
dos and don'ts for the gardener are
getting as thick as rose bugs on
your white peony."
Dale Warren jots down thoughts
on everything having to do with
houses and gardens from Victorian
urns to fertilizer, strawberries in
Cointreau to how to sell your hay
crop. The book isn't indexed but
each item is numbered and there
are pages in the back where cne
may jot down ideas from the book
for future reference. Allusions to
literary folk Dale Warren has met
in his travels are scattered through
the book . . . the bright blue floor
in Robert Frost’s Vermont farm
house, the blue ceiling in Joseph
Hergesheimer’s Dower House in
West Chester, Penn., Dorothy
Thompson's red brick sugaring off
house.
As a sample we'll give you Sin
clair Lewis’ advice on herbs. “You
just go out to the garden and pick
every darned herb there is and go
into the kitchen and give them to
the cook and tell her to put them
all into the garbage pail—and then
use salt and pepper.” Dale Warren
is almost as scornful cf the advice
dispensed by newspaper columnists
on garden and household affairs,
so it wouldn't be fair to say the boox
reads like a good collection of wom
an's page excerpts . . . only per
haps more sprightly. We privately
thought it did, though.
There are two special ccok books
were asking you to mention by
name when you send for the hand
ful of free recipe books we can
send you. One is the new Kemp’s
Sun-Rayed Tomato Juice recipe
book, brand new and full of inter
est fcr every cook, and the other xs
the Good Luck recipe book.
In addition to that, if you say
you want the Kitchen Library
you 11 get quite a collection of recipe
books from various sponsors of the
program. This will include Knox
bocks, the big 55-page book of Mrs.
Knox' recipes, the new Low Sugar
Desserts and Salads recipe book, all
using Kncx gelatine, and the leaf
let explaining the Knox fatigue
fighting plan. You 'll get the Nestle
recipe book, recipes using Nestle’s
Semi-Sweet Chocolate, the G.
Washington Broth Ace "Quickies",
and the Kirkman catalog of prem
iums. You will also get a marvel
ous new Shefford Cheese recipe
book, with a special insert of Len
ten recipes, and the Maltex illus
trated folder of recipes. Quite a
collection as you can see, all free
and yours for the asking. Address
Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network.
Boston. Mass.
Land OLakes has a special offer,
toe. Send an Indian Head girl cut
from a package wrapper or carton
of Land O' Lakes Sweet Cream
Butter, with a dime and get a Gen
eva Duo-Edge slicing knife. One
side of the knife has a sharp edge
for peeling fruits, vegetables, and
such, the other is serrated and is
good for slicing tomatoes, cookie
dough or fruit. It's a real 35-cent
value but yours for the Indian Head
girl from Land O' Lakes and a
dime. Address Marjorie Mills, Yan
kee Network, Boston. Mass., for this
knife.
If you'll send a label from a 17ounce can of Ocean Spray Cran
berry Sauce with a dime, we can
send you an attractive bunny cut
ter, made of plastic material, just
large enough to fit a slice of Ocean
Spray Cranberry Sauce The chil
dren will love this amusing cutter
and you'll like using the cranberrybunnies as garnish for the Easter
ham. Address Marjorie Mills, Yan
kee Network. Bostcn, Mass.
Hot Corned-Beef-Hash Sand
wiches—One one-pound can Pru
dence Corned Beef Hash, 2 table
spoons Land O’ Lakes butter, 1
medium-size tomato, 2 tablespoons
flour,
teaspoon Sterling Salt, '»

Summer.”
One Foot in Heaven by Hartzell
Spence. A minister's son tells the
story of family life in the Iowa
parsonage in which he grew up.
Discipline was stern and money
scarce, but there was no monotony.
The father was a popular preach
er skilful in church politics and
always managing to get what he
wanted. He was a sinberely re
ligious man and his story is told
by a son who is apprecitaive of hts
character and1 amused by his
doings.
Heritage of Hatcher Ide by Booth
Tarkington. The author returns
to the kind of writing that has
won him his greatest popularity.
Here he deals with the problems
of youth, w’ith sympathy, humor
and understanding as he tells of
a young man in love witli a wom
an twice his age. The story is set
against the back-ground of a midwestern town that has never re
covered from the depression. It
will De enjoyed' by Tarkingtons
readers.
Not for the Meek by Elizabeth
D. Kaup. At 73 Martin Lyndendaal,
old and ill, looked backward over
the years from 1940 to the 1880's
when he left Denmark. After
spending six years at sea he aau
come to New York to make his
fortune. The memories follow his
rise in the steel industry from pov
erty to wealth, his association with
Morgan and Carnegie, ar.d his rise
to an independent steel magm.tc.
He had pewer, modesty, belief in
himself, a personality which made
men and wcmen like him, buabove all, he thought, luck. A
story’ of character and of big busi
ness which will be enjoyed by all.
Sons of the Others by Philip
Gibbs. In his new novel. Philip
Gibbs goes behind the scenes of
this war from the day it came to
a village near Arras until another
day when crowds of men stood up
on the sands of Dunkirk waiting
for rescue. HLs characters, Eng
lish and French, are the sons of
these who fought a generation ago,
2nd the stcry moves through the
lives and minds of those who wait
ed through a long hard Winter
and then knew the agony of war
as it has been waged. A thought
ful stcry.
American and a New World
Order by G. K. Howard. The
author leads up to his program of
foreign and domestic policy for the
United States with a brief survey
of world economic condiions dur
ing the 19th and 20th centuries.
In his program he sets for needs
for making democracy work in
America; maintaining adequate
national defense; keep out of for
eign wars; help in war relief; and
work toward a new world order
and peace.
Dust of Mexico by Ruth Comfort
Mitchell. ’ Once the dust of Mex
ico has settled on your heart never
can you rest in any other land.”
Pr'scilla Carpenter found this old
Mexican proverb to be true, for in
this new novel by Ruth Comfort
Mitchell, Priscilla, a demure NewEnglander, went to Mexico on a
pleasure trip and experienced a
new life; a new joy and deep sor
row. The pages of this charming
love story, peopled with a host of
real characters glow with the color
of the country “scuth of the
border."
My name is Aram by William
Saroyan. In, this story Aram Garoghaln.an is a vigorous young his seventh to his 17th year, when
American, bom in Fresno, Calif., he left the little Armenian settle
about 1910. His experiences from ment. are described with sympathy,
understanding and humor.
Lighter fiction:
The Bishops Crime by H. C.
Bailey.

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

1 or, in a cigarette, the smoke’s the thing-and Camel s the smoke.

■ enroll in a successful school.
r «l: for complete detain Ask
lrJ7',Prospe, t
CAPITOL
‘•J0 SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave.
ia. Me
30*X»

Beauty, voice, dramatic ability—
it takes more than one talent to
click in television. And it takes
more than mildness to click with
television actress Sue Read in a
cigarette. “I smoke Camels,” she
says. ‘‘They combine a grand
extra flavor and extra coolness
with the extra mildness that is so
essential to me.”

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling

cigarettes tested — less than any of them

'

life.

uid delivered
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ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:

Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonin<ton, Isle an Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
F. M.
536 Lv. Swan’s Island.
Ar. 6.00
630 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
730 I.v. North Haven.
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Ar. 2.45
930 Ar. Rocklaud.
Lv. 1.30
110-tf

The Saint in Miami by Leslie
Charteris.

There’s Only On by Alice Ross
Colver.
By Hock or Creek by R. A. J
Walling.
Nurses are People by Lucy Han
cock.
Ace in the Hole by Jackson
Gregory.

Speak No Evil by Mignon Eber
hart.
Lance Falls In Lcve by Lcuisc P.
Hauck.

teaspoon pepper, *2 teaspeon dry
mustard. *>, teaspoon celery salt, 14
bunch watercress, 8 slices buttered
toast.
Remove hash from can in cne
piece, and cut in four equal-size
slices. Saute on both sides in the
butter until brown; then flatten
each cake a little with a spatula.
Meanwhile, slice tomato into four
thin slices, and dip in the flour,
which has been combined with salt,
pepper, mustard, and celery salt.
Then saute on both sides until
brown in skillet with hash. Place
several sprigs of watercress on four
of the toast slices; top each with a
slice of hash, then with a slice of
tomato. Top each with a slice of
toast; garnish with watercress, and
serve at once. Serves four.
French Fried Parsnips—Cut boiled
parsnips crasswise in >*-inch slices.
Dip in slightly beaten egg, then in
flour and fry in hot deep fat <381
degrees F.) for three to flvp min
utes, or until lightly browned.
Drain on unglazed paper; salt
lightly and serve at once. Allow
two medium-sized parsnips per por
tion.
Travis House Spinach — Two
pounds spinach, 1 cup heavy crea 1.
1 tablespoon Land O' Lakes butler,
1 teaspoon Sterling Salt, ‘i tea
spoon pepper
Boil spinach, drain, chop fine ar.d
add cream, butter, salt and peppe
Reheat over low flame and serve at
once. Yield: Six portions.
Lemon-Honey Dressing—One egg.
beaten,
cup lemon juice, 1* cup
heney, 3 tablespoons milk. 1 cui
cottage cheese, dash cf salt, dash
of mace.
Combine egg. lemon juice and
honey in top part of double boili •'
and cook over hot water, stirring
constantly, until mixture thickens;
cool. Stir milk into cottage cheese,
beat until smooth, add suit and
mace, and blend with cooked mix
ture. Serve with fruit salads. Ap
proximate yield: 1'-j cups dressing.
Apricot Sherbet—Gne can apri
cots, 1 cup sugar, L cup lemon
juice, >4 cup sherry. 2 cups heavy
cream.
Sift apricots, add sugar, lemon
juice and sherry. Freeze to a mush
and fold in the cream beaten stiff.
Let stand a half-hour and serve In
glasses. A sprinkling of chopped
pistachio nuts gives an attractive
color touch.
MENU

Breakfast
Pineapple Juice
Maltex

(

Dropped Eggs on Toast
Currant JellyCoffee
Lunch
*Hot Prudence Ccrned
Beef Hash Sandwiches
Relishes
O <fe C French Fried Onions
Fruit Salad
*Lcmon-Eoney Dressing
Cookies
Tetley Tea
Dinner

Broiled Lnmb Patties
•French Fried Parsnips
•Travis Hcuse Special
Molded Waldcrf Sal..d
Apricot Sherbet

Coffee
'Recipes given.

CLARK ISLAND
Rev. Byrd Springer of Tenan’s
Harbor and Mrs. Raymond McLeo 1
and mother, Mis. James Felt of
Thomaston were recent callers on
Mr. and Mrs. James Harriscn.
Miss Doris Caven of Rockland
visited at her home here rccenth
James Clagg has returned to hit
home at Mt. Waldo.
Lewis Taylor and daughtnrs
Jeannette and Rosamond of Long
Cove and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rawley of Tenants Harbor were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlei
Butler.
Mrs Raymond McLeod cf Thom
aston was a visitor Thursday at
Mr. and Mrs. John Carver’s.
Miss Elizabeth Mcr.aghan is
visiting with her sister Mrs. James
Felt of Thomaston.
James Harrison remains in ill
health.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Nathalie Stimpson enter
tained the Twenty Club recently at
her home. Beano was a feature cf
the evening's enjoyment and lunch
eon was served
Mrs. Stella Elwell of Sou h
Thomaston was overnight guest
Saturday of Mrs. Ella Ccok.
Philip M. York cf White Head
Coast Guard Station is substituting
at Rockland Prrakwater Light.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer S. Bird, 2d.
who have been visiting Mr. ar I
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater on Cprir-*
Head Island, have returned. Mr.
Bird to his studie. at Bowdcin Co.lege, and Mrs. Bird to Augusia
where she has a position with the
Central Maine Power Co.
Forrest Cheney returned Thurs
day to White Head Coast Guard
Station after 47-hour liberty spent
with Mrs. Cheney and daughter.

ST. GEORGE

Albert Enstedt attended the Con
ference of Granite Manufacturers
held recently in Boston. Mrs. EnQuick Service by P. O. Wcde- s'.edt who has had employment in
Bath the past veer has been pass
house.
Traitor’s Purse by Margery Al ing a few days at her home here

Dust
Foster.

ii ngham.

cf

the Trail

by

Bennett

and with relatives,
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Members of the Baptist Junior
choir have conducted a lively sale
of tickets for their Springtime
concert, Wednesday at 7.30 o’clock
but there will be ample rcom for
all late-comers to this interesting
event.
Mrs. Etta Benner was hostess to
members of her beano club Friday
night. Decorations of gieen and
white in keeping with St. Patrick s
Day were used and prizes were won
by Mrs. Marion Lester and Mrs.
Josephine Stone.
All persons who would be inter

George Gray has been passing
a few days with his family in
Vinalhaven.
Frank Roselle is in New Hamp
shire where he will pass a few
days before joining his parents in
Florida.
Stuart
McLellan
and
Fred
Masterton passed the weekend in
Redstone.
Mrs. Genesta Cleveland who has
been ill is able to be out again.
The Calendar Club will meet this
month with Mrs. Lillian Noyes.
Stephen

MacDonald

is

MORSE SHIPYARD PRODUCT

ested in a class of first aid in the
American Red Cross, are invited to
attend a meeting Thursday night
at 7 o’clock in the club rooms over
the IGA. Store. Classes will be
under the direction of Allen Payson of Camden.
Mrs. Aaron Clark and daugh
ters, Rae and Norma, are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Keyes, at Bucksport. They were
joined for the weekend by Mr. have returned from a visit with her
Clark, who returned home Sunday parents at Swans Island.
night.
Mrs. Maynard Gray was a re
Howard Anderson of Brunswick cent visitor in Ellsworth.
spent the weekend with his family
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McQuarrie
here.
and daughter Patricia have re
Miss Kay Turner is a patient at
turned
to Lewiston where Mr. Mcthe State Street Hospital, Portland.
Quarrie
has employment.
Mrs. Alton Grove is visiting rela
Bert
Sawyer
has returned from
tives in Boston.
Joncsport
where
he was called by
The Contract Club met at the
the
illness
cf
his
mother.
home of Miss Lucy Rokes Friday
Frank Emerson is heme from
afternoon, highest honors going to
Mrs. Fred J. Overlook and Mrs. Lee Bangor hospital and is with his
W. Walker. Miss Rokes will again daughter Mrs. Blanche Billings.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Sawyer
entertain the club next Friday.
Sgt. Fred Libby of Fort Levett, have moved to their new home at
passed the weekend with his Green Head.
The beam trawler, Helen B,
brother, Robert Libby and family.
Capt.
Sheridan Billings and crew
Mayflower Temple meets Friday
night preceded by supper in charge of four stopped in Stonington Har
of Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton, Mrs. bor recently enroute to Rockland
Celia Grafton and Mrs. Dorothy with a cargo of 30000 pounds of
Horsley. Mrs. Ada Chadwick and mixed) fish. This represents two
Mrs .Dora Maxey comprise the en days fishing about 20 miles off
tertainment committee.
Swan's Island.
The Rook Club journeyed to
The Junior Oratorical Contest
Rockland for its meeting last Sat will be held' at the schocl March
urday night and members were en 20. The speakers chosen for the
tertained at the home of Mr. and finals are Carolyn Billings. Caro
Mrs. Howard Cole. Prizes were won line Turner. Natalie Eaton. Pa
by Mrs. Weston Young and Theo tricia Vangelli, Billy Gray, Ken
dore Rowell for high scores and neth Jones. Harold Greenlaw, and
Mrs. Rowell and W G Maloney for Winfield Billings.
low Others in the group were Mr.
Mary Coombs has returned to
Young, Mrs. Maloney, Mr. and Mrs. her school at Portland after a few
Albert Anderson, Mrs. Warren days at home.
Knights, and Charles Knights, sub
Tire Past Matrons Club was en
stituting fcr Warren Knights. Re tertained recently at an all-day
freshments were served at the con
session at the home of Mrs. John
clusion of the play.
Wallace. Members present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor
passed the weekend in Portland, Lucy Collir.s, Eliaa Morey, Vallie
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Ham Smith, Margiaret McGuffie, Geor
gia Coombs, Eva Fifield, Iva Morey,
rick.
Members of Pine Ccne Troop, and Katherine Cleveland. Mrs.
Girl Scouts, are reminded that an Nina Gross was welcomed as a
nual dues are payable at the next new member.
meeting. Those wishing to do so
may take their sewing, knitting or of Rockland, and at auction to Mrs.
Ralph Hoffses, Mrs. Henry Mont
crocheting to this meeting.
M:ss Jean Crie was weekend gomery and Mrs. Guy Lermond. A
guest of Miss Leatrice Benner in decorative color scheme in keeping
Brunswick.
with St. Patrick’s Day was carried
Friendly Club meets tomorrow out, the refreshments being of
night at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. green and white and prizes at
Frank D Hathorne.
tractively wrapped in those colors.
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot and Mrs. Besides the prize winners the guests
Charles Singer left Sunday, accom were Mrs. Lee Walker, Mrs. Albert
panying Rockland friends, to at Elliot, Mrs. Bcwdoin Grafton, Mrs.
tend the Flower Show in Boston.
Alfred Strout, Mrs. Hollis Young.
Mrs. Frank D. Elliot entertained Mrs. Robert Stone, Mrs. Karl Stet
at luncheon Saturday in honor of son. Mrs. Edward Elliot, Mrs. Rob
Mrs. Roland Ware, who is moving ert Libby. Miss Betty Le San, Miss
shortly to Rockland. Besides the Helen Stetson, Mrs. Josephine
guest cf honor those present were Stone, Miss Helen Studley and Miss
Mis. Lee W. Walker, Mrs. Albert Rebecca Robertson.
Elliot. Mrs. J Edward Elliot and
Mrs. Ralph Hoffses and son
Mrs. Robert Walsh. The afternoon Wayne go today to Augusta where
was spent socially.
they will reside, Mr. Hoffses having
Marjorie Cushing lias returned employment there.
to school after an absence of two
Mrs. Chester Vose and Mrs.
weeks, due to a sprained ankle. Ras- Bernard Whitten entertained at a
sell Miller, who has also been having family party Monday evening in
an enforced vacation from school honor of Woodrow Wilson who is
work because of a broken leg re spending a few days at his home
turned yesterday.
after just returning from a trio to
Tlie members of the Junior Room Cape Town, South Africa. The
of the Baptist Sunday Schcol are guests included Mr. and Mrs. Ar
invited to a St. Patrick's Day thur Kalloch, Mrs. Lucy Sillery,
party. Thursday after school in Mrs. Webster Clark. Donald Reilley,
their room.
, Mrs. Minnie Wilson and Miss HaiMrs. J. Russell Davis gave a liet Wilson.
bridge party last night for the bene
fit of the Star Circle. There were
A movement has started to
two tables of contract and three check rising house-rents in Cal
of auction. Prizes were awarded cutta. India, where rents even in
at contract to Miss Clara Spear of normal times are among the high
this town and Mrs. George Phillips est in the world.

ROCKPORT
T.TDA G CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
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having

an artisian well drilled near his
house, Isa Kristie the workman.
Mrs. Sadie Rcbbins is able to be
up after recent illness.
Mrs. Garner Bridges of Swan’s
Island is visiting her daughter
Mrs. Gerald Sturdee.
Stephen Robbins, Milton Web
ber. Cosmo arid Vito DePalma are
the latest Army selectees.
Mr. and Mrs. George Richard
son. Mr. and Mrs. Sveni Bloomgren and Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Gray were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. William Harding in
Prospect.
Mrs.
James
Robbins,
with
daughters Nancy and Margaret,

Ben & Josephine, launched Saturday at Thomaston

A record crowd witnessed the
launching of the beam trawler.
Ben and Josephine, from the yard
of tlie Morse Boatbuilding Corpora
tion Saturday morning at 1145.
The trawler is 92 feet long, with a
20-foct beam and 10-foot draught.
She was built for Benjamin Cur-

curu, of Gloucester, and was chris
tened by Mrs. Curcuru.
She will lay at the Dunn &, Elliot
wharf while a 220 H. P. Atlas motor
is installed. This is expected to

take about six weeks, at the end of
which time the Ben and Josephine
will be ready to leave for her home
port of Gloucester, commanded by
Capt-Joseph Ciarametaro. son-inlaw of Mr. Curcuru.
Also in the launching party Sat
urday morning was Philip Curcuri,
brother cf the owner of the Ben and
Josephine, who at that time signed
a contract for the building of an
other similar trawler in the near
future.

CUSHING

Miami Merrymaking
ft ft ft ft

Carl Eaton has returned to the
Westover Flying Field. Chicopee.
Mass., after a 10-days' sick leave
while recuperating from an appen
dectomy.
Mrs. Cora Merrill, who has been
spending the Winter with her
daughter, Mrs. Gwendolyn Evans at
Arlington. Va.. returned Saturday to
her home cn Mechanic street.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Nina Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. St. Clair and
family of Owls Head spent Sunday
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Poland,
who have been in Camden for the
Winter, returned home Saturday.
Ernest Crockett and family are
moving this week into the Grace
Cooper house on Limerock street,
which he recently bought.
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman was able
to resume preaching Sunday at the
Baptist Church following a twoweeks’ illness. Miss Arlene Tominski substituted as organist on ac
count of the illness of Mrs. Clara
Lane.
Owing to Town Meeting Monday
all schools were closed for the day.
Word has been received of the
death at her home in Bellrose, L. I.,
of Miss Eva Sylvester, aged 36 years.
Miss Sylvester, born in Connecti
cut, spent her early life in this
town, leaving here several years ago
for New York where she was em
ployed by the American Telephone
Co. She was the daughter of Rod
ney and Julia Sylvester. Surviving
are her mother and a brother. Rod
ney. The body will arrive here to
day for burial in Amesbury Hill
cemetery.

Evcry-Other

Every-Other-Day'

Of All Sad Words of
Tongue or Pen.—Didn’t
Bet on Daily Double
“They're off!” It was the last
call that Saturday for the close
of Hialeah horse racing before the
30,000 persons raced home to get
their ’’hot Ups" ’ for the opening
cf Tropical Park in Coral Gables.
The day arrived. The band
played as the thousands crowded
in and locked over the racing
form. I sat between two New
York ladies, one of whom had
bought Jack White’s selections fcr
the day. Now Jack White picked
horses 11 and 1 for the daiiv
double, so the lady bet on it. At
my left sat the elderly lady, per
haps 80. who peeked at the White
selections, and then she too bet
horses 11 and 1 for the double.
With their score cards they began
whacking away at the seats as the
great cheering brought number 11
horse home in the first race and
number 1 first over the line in
the second.
Those two ladies
were paid $185.20 for their tickets.
And I didn’t bet.
The evening before we were ofT
to Darkieville, to attend the colored
service which when broadcast
Sunday evenings between 8 30 and
9 is called "Faith of the Deep
South.” Each year we introduce
our friends to the chanting, clap
ping, swaying of the slim-fingered
folk. In front of us sat a white
man holding his baby perhaps
nine months old. Many persons
attending that service were touched
by the warm friendly gurglings
that were exchanged between the
white baby and the colored baby
across the aisle. Other pickanin
nies patted bright new dresses
whether yellow, red or pink.
Occasionally in Miami area a
snowbird (northerner) gets near to
or on the back seat in a bus and
is heard later asking the question:
“Do colored people ride on the
same bus with white pepole?'’ Here
it is definitely known _Jhat back
seats in all buses belong to the
colored people. So, too, is it true
that these people are never seen
cn the streets outside their own
area after a certain hour without
a permit.
A day cr two later a group of
us gathered mahogany nuts—the
nuts that gradually open, after be
ing picked, to resemble beautiful
lilies. We are bringing a basketful
cf them to Maine.
During one of the recent nor
thern snowstorms Miami got 2.28
inches cf rain. We drove through
it and in some streets the car wal
lowed in water to the hubs. In
one street two little girls made
the best of fun. There they were
in white bathing suits straddling
red inner tubes, paddling about
with their feet while holding
candy-striped umbrellas over their

Mrs. Marion Knapp went Wed
nesday to New York, to join Mr.
Knapp for a visit while she is vai cation,ing from her school duties.
Burnham. Morrill & Co. of
Friendship has a boat on the river
and is buying clams for their fac
tory in that town. Many of the
y-oung men in this part of the
town are furnishing the clams.
The factory is also canning shrimp
which come from New Harbor,
principally and find a ready mar
ket locally, as elsewhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morse and
daughter Mrs. Ttoomey with her
son Roderick leave this week for
Florida where they will spend a
few months.
Mrs. Hattie Orff who recently
visited her sister, Mrs. Lillian Mar
shall in South Portland, reports
that Mrs. Marshall is slowly re
covering from her recent severe
attack, and is now able to sit up.
increasing the time, ten minutes
daily.
Mrs. Ina Crute recently won a
setting of choice hen’s eggs in
a limerick contest in a farm paper.
Mrs. S. H. Olson, son John and
niece Miss Patty Olson motored
to Portland Friday to bring Mrs.
Olsons daughter Ida home for the
I weekend. She returned to tlie
I Beauty Salon Monday to resume
her woik, which is nearing com
pletion, expecting to be graduated
in another month.
Mrs. Nora Ulmer has returned
from a visit with her sister Mrs.
Susie Davis in Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney at
tended a Rock party Saturday
night in Rockland.
Fred L. Killeran is recovering
from a leg injury caused by a fall
while hauling logs.
L. S. Miller is at the Veterans

NORTH HAVEN
Engagement Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Emery Wooster an.
' nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Ida Margaret to Lewjj
• Haskell, both of this town Miss
J Wooster is a graduate of the North
Haven High School, class of 1939
and one of this community’s popn.
j lar young persons. Mr. Haskell is
I the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
, Haskell and graduated from High
, School in 1940.

Mr. and Mrs.
returned fi
M; Blackington I
Dihey Clinic fod

Jesse A. Brown

This community mourns the loss
of a citizen whose death occurred
Saturday morning Jesse A. Brown
was born March 7, 1869. son of Mr.
and Mrs. John T. Brown and the
son of a Civil War Veteran He
was born on the old homestead
where he spent his life. After fin
ishing ills school days here, he attended Shaws Business College n
Portland.
On account of his father’s impaired health he found it nece sary
to care for him and after his marriage to Miss Florence Beverage,
settled on the old homestead to
make his living and care for his
people.
Two daughters were born, Mar
jorie and Eleanor, the latter who t
now teaching in the Center School,
Mr. Brown had served his town
as Selectman and was a member of
the school committee. He was one
of the men to help organize the
North Haven Grange in 1909 and
was the first to hold the office in
that body as worthy overseer when
Hanson T. Crockett was its first
worthy master. It has been said
that much credit goes to these men
for the interest and help they ren
dered in starting the North Haven
Grange which we have seen grow
to be the helpful order it is today
to the community.
Mr. Brown knew much of the
early history of the island and anyone who came in contact with him
always found him most interesting
His knowledge went back to the
happenings of the Revolution and
the war of 1812. From the old
house, the original homestead, his
people saw the British fleet when
it flailed up Penobscot Bay to take
Castine, then held by the French.
Citizens will miss his presence as
his active life among them made
him very close to all.
Services will be held from the
Baptist Church Tuesday at 2 o'clock
Interment will be in Fuller ceme
tery.
Survivors are liis wife, Mrs. Florence Brown; daughters, Marjorie
and Eleanor; and sister, Mrs. Myra I
Blackington.

! noon in charge of Mrs. Sally Lord,
Mrs. Lucy Cram and Mrs. Nellie
CAMDEN
Greenlaw. Plans will be made for
sending the Chairman to the Farm
and Home Week Session at Orono
NAOMA MAYHEW
which is scheduled for March 24-27.
Correspondent
A special conclave of Camden
heads. Cars veered out around
zx zx A,
j
Commandery K. T. will be held
them.
TeL 713
tonight, with supper at 6.30. Emin
The rain worked wonders fcr |
ent Sir Arthur H. Lander will
the gorgeous flowers. The hibiscus
Tlie
Friends-In-Council
meet make his official inspection of the
went flaunting its reds and pinks.
Tuesday at 2.30 with Mrs. Betty Commandery. All Knights are re
Purple bougainvillea
gladdened
Poxwell. Mrs. Evelyn Tewksbury quested to be present.
the hearts of all as it went hurry
PLEASANT
POINT
will present a paper on Alice
ing with its climbing. Each day
The Grange Sewing Circle met at
Roosevelt Longworth and Anna WEST WASHINGTON
we pick the hibiscus flowers to
Mrs. Katheryn Maloney s Thursday
Eleanor Roosevelt.
place on a mirror, for these
Mrs. Mae Hibbert is passing a afternoon with ten present. As
The Friday Club will meet this few days with Mr. and Mrs. Ches this was the first meeting of the
flowers will live cut their life of a
week with Mrs. Weston P. Holman. ter Colby in Coopers Mills.
season, officers were elected and
day without water. In fragrance
Readings of Helen Keller will be
the spider lily new in bloom nearly
and Mrs. Stanley Jones visi- work is well under way. Mrs.
presented by Mrs. Cora Calder and i tedMr.Sunday
rivals the orange blossoms. Both
with
Mr.
and Mrs. Hattie Orff will be hostess next
Mrs. Harriet Dwinal.
Thursday.
slow up traffic.
Merle Robbins.
Mrs. Florence Bums was associat
Mrs. Annie Billings Young will be
Daily colorful butterflies flit
Mrs. Estem Wellman has been ed with Mrs. Rena Fales in con
hostess to the Methodist Ladies Aid
about,
chasing wiiat. Numberless
at her home on Limerock street visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ducting in benefit dance Friday at
varieties
of pretty birds are at their
Frank Hisler in Somerville.
the Grange hall.
Wednesday at 2 oclock.
favorite lunch counter eating the
Mrs. George Tilson of Augusta is
Mrs. Beatrice Vose spent her
Mrs. Fjank Wiley was the hostess
high bush sunflower seeds, as the
i visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. birthday Thursday with her parents
to the Monday Club this week. She
northern snowflakes ride the Win
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller in East
gave an interesting paper oil Her Archie Hibbert.
ter winds.
Mrs. Cora Deering was guest last Friendship.
bert Hoover and Richard H. Davis.
And birds, butterflies and flowers Hospital in Togus fcr observation
Mrs. Nora Ulmer has returned
I Tuesday of Katie Kennedy.
William McNamara is at the
abound about the new 30 acres of
Good Cheer Class will meet at
from a visit with her sister Mrs.
New
England Baptist Hospital.
Wilford
Turner
and
Owen
Well-,
land
certain
Rockland
persons
the Parish House Wednesday night
Susie Davis in Rockport.
have
recently bought ' As they go Brcokline, Mass., suffering from
to do Red Cross Work. Supper will man of South Portland passed the
Lemuel Miller is a patient at the
weekend at their home.
pacing off the 660 feet frontage on phlebitis in legs and lungs. His
be served at 6 o'clock.
Veterans' Hospital, Togus.
Red Road by the iron markers in sister Mrs. Agnes Boynton, is stayMr.
and
Mrs.
Gaffey
of
North
At the meeting of Chadavae Club
the road we are picking up for a ing with friends in Dorchester.
Grafton.
Mass.,
were
weekend
Monday night, Mrs. Marjorie
Santiago, Chile, will celebrate its
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Pow

race
to Maine. Soon they’ll be meanwhile, to be near him.
Hoffses and Miss Pearl Knight en
fourth centenary next November
saying
of us: “They’re off!”
ell.
tertained. Miss Barbara Dwinal is
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
with a sample fair and various
Leah R. Fuller
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arnold
Bartlett
lending a professional touch to the
WORK WONDERS
Miami. Fla.. March 12.
plans for the Easter Pageant, by were visitors Thursday at the home festivals.
of Mrs. Kenneth Priest in Augusta.
coaching the parts.
Chris Longworth of Portland
Callers Thursday cn Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Bartlett were Mr. and
spent Sunday in town.
Raymond Pooler was in town Mrs. Kenneth Priest of Augusta
over the weekend and returned and Mr. and Mrs. Priest of Liberty.
Sunday to Portland with his fam
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee and
children visited Sunday with Mr.
ily.
Thomas Dickens and Arna Olson, and Mrs. Kendrick Light in Somer
students at the University of Maine ville.
were weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Lee Dickens.
A well balanced Lenten lunch
Mrs. Jessie Satterlee, who en eon—prepared in a few minutes.
joyed a week’s vacation from her Heat the contents of a can of to
duties in Achorn's Department mato soup to which has been add
Store, has returned to work. Al ed one-half a can of water and
terations and repairs are being »i teaspoon of sugar. When the
made at Achorn's Store and new mixture has reached' the boiling
window decorations are in process. point, rtduce the heat and break
Mrs. Pearl Thompson, manager of four eggs into the pan. Keeping
the Camden and Belfast branches,
the heat lew, ccok the eggs in the
leaves teday for Boston on business.
scup.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred F. Kelley
return to their home in YarmoutnA GRAND NEW SCREEN
port. Mass., this week, after spend
FAMILY,
NOW SHOWING
ing the Winter with Mr. and Mrs.
AT PARK THEATRE!
William Kelley.
A silent alarm was sent in to the
.#x< 4
local fire department Sunday, for a
chimney fire at the home of Benja
min Wentworth, upper Mechanic
street.
Leon Stinson, who has been em
ployed at Snow’s Shipyard, has
been made mate on the yacht
Queen Mab, stored at the Ship
building & Marine Railway and be
gan his duties Monday. The yacht,
Ellida has begun its Spring outfit
ting by Capt. Frank Rossiter at the
same yard.
Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
An interesting feature of the Hieh
Schcol Cabaret to be presented Frfday night at the Opera House (the
program which has already ap
Streamliner "Torpedo” Six Sedan Coupe <923* {white sidewall tires extra)
peared) will be a fashion show
sponsored by the Womans Shop,
displaying and describing Spring
Costumes of sportswear, dresses,
A OINIRAL
MOTORS MASTCRRICCS
evening dresses and coats ensembles.
Those appearing as models are:
High School Group: Mary Thurlow.
Margaret Thomas. Betty King,
An ideal “family" picture, filled
Ruth Mathews and Hazel Crooker.
The
Grade Schocl Group: Anna Sparta with side-splitting laughs.
and Lucille Talbot. Tiny Tots i rcmantic comedy presents Frank
Group: Nancy Harmon. Oinette) Morgan at his laugh-provoking
rm ggf
with ths low met
Penin. Leo Rivard and Dean May- ( best and Ann Rutherford and
John Shelton as a pair of young
hew.
The Simonton Ladies Farm screen lovers comparable with the
Bureau will hold an all-dav meet finest. Playing their most ambitious
ing today in Community hall The rcles to date, beth Miss Ruther
ONLY $25 MORE FOR AN EIGHT IN ANY MODEL!
meeting will open at 10.30 and the ford and Shelton furnish preof in
subject studied will be “Sewing ’ Keeping Company” that they are
Perhaps you ve seen the new
actually be low-priced? Well, here are the facts
has earned the title, "the Fine Car with the Low
Secrets". Dinner will be served rapidly nearing the threshold of
Pontiac "Torpedo" described as "the
. Pontiac prices begin at $828*. A new 1941
Price. Try a new Pontiac before you put your
under t*ie direction of Mrs. Ger- stardom. The story deals with
Fine Car with the Low Price" and
Pontiac "Torjfedo” will cost you so little more
money in something less desirable.
shom Walden and Mrs. David young newlyweds and their trials
wondered a little bit about that statement.
than the "lowest-priced three” that the differ
You can accept the "fine car" part without
and tribulations, especially when
ence will amount to only a very few dollars per
Wooster
PONTIAC
1 FOR THE DE LUXE
PRICES
any doubt, we believe—especially if you've
month. XX hat s more, Pontiac's economy of
“TORPEDO SIX
The Farm Bureau will meet at their first quarrel arrives. That
BEGIN
AT
examined a new Pontiac.
BUSINESS COUPE
operation and upkeep permits vou to drive for
the Grange hall Wednesday at 10.30 is occasioned by the boy’s ex-sweetThat "low price’’ part may stop you, how
practically the same money that a lesser car
The subject, in charge cf the foods heart and her flirtatious plotting
‘DrfnwJ at Pontiac, Michigan. State tax,
ever. Can the new Pontiac—one of the smartestrequires.
optional equipment and accessories—extra Prices
leader. Mrs. Hazel Clark, will be on to separate the youngsters. She
looking, easiest-riding carson the road today —
Yes, the new Pontiac, with its Body by Fisher,
subject to change without notice,
“Meat Specialties" which will cover , does, too, but the families of the
Louis Hayward loves Joan Bennett, but several mysterious events the cooking of rather unusual newlyweds bring them together
C W. HOPKINS, INC.
C. W. HOPKINS
[take thr lady doubtful as can !>e seen in tliL scene from Edward Smell’s fneafs, such as liver, brains, heart, again with some hilarious schem
12 BAYVIEW STREET.
CAMDEN, MAINE
ic sou of Monte Cristo,” spectacular adventure drama.
ptj'
4 riinnpr will hp .server! at ing on their own part.

buys the Tine Cat*
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Sixteen persons gathered at “The
*y —turned from Boston where Sleepers” Sunday night honoring
n has been at the George Sleeper in what proved to
P!; '
or treafinent.
be a thoroughly successful surprise
1 >•' ■
_______ _
oirthday observance. Buffet lunch
(;
Palmer has returned was prepared by Mrs. Sleeper and
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. ,,v the illness and death punctuated by several joke gifts and
1
; t i< r-m-law,
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form of a portable radio and a
||j»ckington- .____ .
sports coat. The guests included
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Land who spent the weekend at and Mrs. P. R. Damon, Mr. and Mrs.
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(like, left yesterday for Russell Davis and Miss Barbara
Bachelder of Thomaston, Mr. and
i<wrt vi it in Boston.
Mrs. Raymond Cross, Mrs. Florence
Rl,p a C. Jones was dinner Lamb, Richard Irving and James
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• rday of Edmond J. Lam- Mackie of Bangor.
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Every-Other-Day 1

George Brent
Wayne Morris
in
"Submarine D-1”

with
Frank McHugh
Doris Weston

On the Same Program
Tarry Clinton and His Orchestra
“Motorcycle Stunting’1

Mrs. Clara Curtis returns tonight
from East Hartford, Conn, where
she visited her son, David Curtis
for the weekend, attending visitors'
day at Pratt-Whitney Schcol.
Members of Penny Club, with
their husbands and Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Thurston as special guests,
held, a surprise party last night in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Adams, celebrating their 27th wed
ding anniversary. A lamp was pre
sented to the couple by the group.
A Bible quiz was one of the fea
tures of the happy evening. Re
freshments were served, decorations
and favors in keeping with St.
Patrick’s Day.

Monday Niters Club was enter
tained last night at the home of
Mrs. Mildred Achorn. High score
awards went to Mrs. Forest Hatch,
who also received the traveling
prize, Mrs. Clarence Knowlton. Mrs.
Austin Huntley and Mis . John
Mills, consolation going to Mrs. O.
B. Brcwn.
The meeting of Rockland Garden
Club, scheduled for next Tuesday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hans
Heistad, Rockport, has been post
poned to April 15.
J. Warren Davis of the money-or
der department at the Post Office,
has returned from a six weeks’
vacation spent in Florida.

Mrs. Donald Farrand will be hos
tess Wednesday night to Tonian
Circle at her heme on Talbot ave
nue.

Only To Lose To the Women
The Junior High Dramatic Club
met Friday morning, with a pro
gram arranged by Sandra Hallo
well. The numbers: Piano solo,
“Rustic Dance.” Joyce Cumming;
jokes, Charlotte Cowan; harmonica
solos, “Irish Wash Woman” and
“When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,”
Dorothy Bisbee; poem, “The Twins,”
Georgia Treat; reading, “Why
Betty Didn't Laugh.” Joan Hunt;
reading, "The Mistake," Oscar
Flint; piano solo, "March,” Frank
lin Blaisdell; piano solo. “There'll
Be Some Changes Made.” Albert
Havener; solo, “I Hear A Rhap
sody,” Ernest Munro, accompanied
by Albert Havener; solo, “Five
O'clock Whistle." Joan Hunt.—
Betty O'Brien. Club secretary.
• * ♦ *

Mr. Lord’s physics and chemistry
classes went to Lewiston Thursday
to attend the Bates College bien
nial science exhibit in Carnegie
hall and Hedge Laboratory. There
were interesting exhibits of quali
tative, quantitative, physical, or
ganic. and research chemistry, and
also all the late developments in the
fields of plastics and synthetic tex
tiles. A humorous play of an "ex
plosive” nature was also presented,
depicting some phase of chemistry.
There were exhibits of biology,
geology and physics composed of
evolution of life from simple onecelled animals to man. plant struc
ture, bird banding, exhibits of live
chick embryos, of rocks and their
origin, a manufactured geyser, a
’lantern-slide lecture depicting a
trip to the moon, x-ray pictures
being taken, man-made lightning,
and an electric bulb lighted under
water. Al in all, the exhibit was
wonderful!
Those attending were John
Storer, Jean Calderwood, Douglas
Cooper, Bernard Ramsdell, Bill
Hopkins, Harrison Dow, Herbert
Ellingwocd. Albert Mills, Phillip
French, Milton Robarts, Donald
Estes, James Moulaison, Edward
Olson, Sam Rankin Bradford Ames.
Stanley Murray and John Knight.
—Harrison Dew.
• * * *
When Norma Philbrick was asked
about her recent trip to Montreal,
she gave this account; The train
ride through Maine and Vermont
was beautiful, especially the White
Mountains, with their Winter coat.
After about six hours’ ride, we
crossed the border, and were asked
by the Canadian Custom officers,
“What is your name?" “Where
are you going?” “Are you a citi
zen of the United States?” “What
ls the purpose of your trip?” “How
much money have you?” Our an
swers must have been satisfactory,
for we had no difficulty in going
across.
After about four more hours’ ride,
we arrived in the beautiful city of
Montreal, finding much snow, and
very cold weather. The homes es
pecially interested me, all being
made of brick, and of a different
style of architecture than in the
States. All buildings of importance
and the bridges were well guarded.
We visited the Wax Art Museum
where every figure and scene is
made of wax, and look very natural.
There is a figure of King George VI
and Brother Andrew, and an inter
esting scene of a Norman marriage.
As there were French people in our
party, the guide gave his explana
tions in both English and French.
The
Notre-Dame
Cathedral,
which is a replica of the famous
Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris,
was, I think, the most impressive
thing we saw during the five-day
trip.

Mrs. Ronald Leslie
Mrs. Ronald Leslie of the Na
tional Staff of the Girl Scouts, will
be in Rockland today and tomorrow
to meet the local leaders and d scuss problems. She will be at the
East Room, Community Building,
7.30 to 9.30 tonight.
Tomorrow
at 2 p. m. the Brow-nie Scout lead
ers and committee will meet. ..At
7.30 the leaders and committee
members

of

those

troops

which

contain Senior High School girls
will meet.

Everyone who is interested in
Girl Scouts in all neighboring
towns are also cordially invited to
attend the meetings.

AARON W. MONT

Aaron Watts Mont, 67, died Wed
nesday morning at his home, 236
Sisson avenue, Hartford, Conn. He
was born it^ Tenant's Harbor, a
son of the late Peter and Susanna
Watts Mont He was a member of
St. John's Lodge, FAM., of Hart
ford and the United Commercial
Travelers. He leaves his wife, Mrs.
Hattie McNeil Mont; two sons,
Roderick A. Mont of Plainville and
John G. Mont of Hartford; four
grandchildren and two nephews in
Maine. The funeral was held at
the James T. Pratt Company
Chapel, 71 Farmington Avenue. Fri
day at 1.30 p. m. Rev. Elden H.
Mills of the West Hartford Con
gregational
Church
officiated.
Burial private.

Everybody was delighted with the
The Kiwanis, Rotary and Lions
Lions
star song leader, Howard
clubs joined drives at Temple Hall
Crockett, ar.d applauded to the
last night in one of the most en
joyable banquets ever held under
the sponsorship of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce. The feast
was provided by Golden Rod Chap
ter. OES.—a full fledged turkev
supper served piping hot and with
a mininum of delay. Irish flags
flew at aa of the tables, and an
Irish potato supported each staff
The entertainment program fea
tured music by the Lime City Boys
and a two-chapter quiz, the first
half of which found four-man
teams from the service clubs com
peting for high score, while the last
half found the “better halves" play
ing an active part in the game of
wits.
L. E. Jones cf the Rotary Club
acted as master of ceremonies, and
under his skilled direction the pro
gram moved forward with com
mendable smoothness.
Mr. Jcnes expressed appreciation
for work which had been done in
The Chamber selected an excel
various quarters to make the affair lent master of ceremonies. Maybe
a success—to Sumner Perry as you can identify him from the pic
chairman of the committee of ar
ture
rangements; to Mrs. Lenore Savage
(secretary of the Chamber of
echo the expert manner in which
Commerce) for painstaking support;
to Mrs. Fred C. Gatcombe and he played the bones.
The Lime City Boys made a
ladies of the Auxiliary; to the serv
ice clubs; to Howard Crockett, song gieat hit with their lively music,
leader; to George Sleeper, who was and looked pretty kippy in their
to conduct the quiz; to Arthur Tay hill-billy uniforms.
The quiz contest was so conduct
lor for the Coca Cola supply; and
ed
by Mr. Sleeper that the audience
to Worthy Matron Doris Jordan
was
kept in an uproar of applause
and the ladies of the Eastern Star
and
laughter. His ready wit was
for the efficient manner in which
equal
to all emergencies, even if
they had served the supper.
some
of the pronunciations did
Presidents of the three clubs
cause
him
to appeal to the upper
speke briefly—Francis D. Orne cf
court,
which,
in this instance was
the Kiwanis Club, Bob Gregory of
represented
by
Judge Edward C.
the Lions Club and Joseph E.
Payson.
Represented
in this quiz
Blaisdell of tfhe Rotary Club.
were
the
following
teams:
President Orne referred to the child
Kiwanis—Leu Cock. Clinton J.
feeding project which the KiwanBcwley,
Dr. Donald T. Leigh and
ians are again undertaking.
Dr.
Lloyd
M. Richardson.
Mayor Edward R Veazie, speak-1
Rotary
—
C.
H. Duff. Carl H.
ing cf the proposed effort in behalf•
Sonr.tag.
L.
A.
Walker and Joseph
of underprivileged children, said
W.
Robinson.
that the city would furnish surplus
Lions—Dr. Blake Annis. Sam
food commodities for that com
Savitt,
Jchn W. Trctt and Howard
mendable purpose, and declared
Crockett.
that the Kiwanis Club deserved
A careful checking cf the records
whole-hearted support.
showed
a tie between the Rotary
“It means,” said His Honor, “that
and
Lions
Clubs, and it was broken
we are going to have healthier
children. The child who is able in the former’s favor when the
to pay for the meals we hope will Rotarians answered an extra ques
do so, but there will be no discrim tion which was beyond the ken of
ination, and nobody will know who the Lions.
The second team found a wom
does not pay.
an
’s team 'defeating the Rotary
Mrs. Ronald Leslie of the Na
tional Staff of the Girl Scouts, outfit, with Mrs. Blake Annis star
made an excellent little speech in ring.
A very happy evening concluded
behalf of that movement. "Here,''
with
dancing.
she said, “is a real opportunity to
Hats are off to the committee of
put your shoulder to the Girl Scout
comprised
wheel. They’re doing a community- arrangements which
service. among other things provid Sumner C. .Perry, A. C. Hocking,
ing shut-ins. with library bocks." Tnomas Chisholm. George Sleeper,
Mrs. Leslie told of a Rockland Girl Arnold Nelson. C. H. Berry, A. F.
Scout troop which had 83 members Russell. Jr., J. M. Poinerry and
C. C. «\tton.
one leader and no assistant.

Junior High and High School
Girl Scout members cf troop No. 3
played hostess Friday night at a St.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey L-owell
Patrick's Day dance at the Tower
entertained at a dinner party last
Room, Community Building, with
night at their home on Old Coun I
over 100 present. Var'ous novelty
ty road. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur- John
numbers were held during the eve
son and Miss Ethel. Hayes, the occa
ning including ladies’ choice, tucker.
sion being Mr. and Mrs. Johnson's
Seven in and Seven out, and the
first wedding anniversary.
lemon dance. Decoratios were in
keeping with the season, including
Miss Lucille Egan was honored
green and white invitations, can
last night at a miscellaneous shower
dies and prizes. In the peanut hunt
given by members of the Women’s
Vance Norton and Robert Achorn
Bowling League, in the tower room
were winners and in the book bal
ancing stunt, Lucille Stanley and
of Community Building. Miss Egan
THE AMERICAN I I AU
Eloise Law were the winners. Oth
Supt. E. L Toner of Pittsfield has
received many lovely gifts, after
When
Freedom,
from her mountain
ers taking part were: George Gold- been spending several days in the
which luncheon was served, and a
height.
farb,
Harold
Axtell,
Margaret
Hav

social hour enjoyed. Miss Mary
city.
UnfuFed her standard to the air.
She tore the azure robe of ni ;ht.
ener and Joyce Cumming. Doro
Sylvester headed the committee,
And set the star? cf glory there:
Miss Winifred Dimick returned She
thy Trask was general chairman,
assisted by Mrs. Dorothy Richard
mingled with Its gorgeous dyes
with the following assistants: Faith yesterday from Portsmouth, where The milky baldr.c of the skits.
son, Mrs. Frank McKinney and Miss
And striped Its pure celestial white
Long, tickets. Goldie Barton, deco she spent the weekend as guest of With streakings of the m rnlng light;
Bernice Folsom.
Then, from his mansion tn the sun.
rations, Joan Hunt, refreshments, her sster, Miss Dorothy Dimick.
She called her eagle bearer down.
Ida
Reams,
novelties
Nadine
Fuller
Mrs. Ida Dondis and Miss Anne
And gave Into hie in ghty hand
The symbol of her chosen land.
and Helen Paul clean up. Delicious SOUTH HOPE
Povich were in Ellsworth Sunday
Majestic monarch of the cloud.
refreshments were served including
to attend the golden wedding anni
Mr. and Mrs. Peary Merrifield Who rear’st aloft thy re al form.
ice
cold
Coca
Cola
through
the
versary of their parents, Mr. and
To heir the tempest ti limpings loud.
courtesy of the local Coca Cola and daughters Esther and Annie And see the lightning lances driven,
Mrs. Michael Pcvch. Also attend
strive the warriors cf the storm.
Bottling Co. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer were recent guests of Mrs. Merri When
ing from this city were Meredith
And rolls the thunder-drum of heaven.
field's parents Mr. and Mrs. Ira Child
of the run! to thee 'tls given
E.
Trask,
Jr.
were
chaperones.
Sev

and Harold Dondis, Mrs. Keith
To guard the banner of the free.
Hall of Rockland.
eral
of
the
parents
and
friends
Goldsmith and Miss Marie Hilt.
hover in the sulphur roioke,
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and son 'Io
To ward away the battle stroke.
dropped in during the evening
Mr. and Mrs. Povich kept open
And bid its blendings shine afar,
General comment, “It was a grand Charles visited Sunday with Mrs. like
house and received the felicitations
rainbows on the cloud of war.
Clifton
O'Neil,
also
her
mother
The harbingers of victory'!
of many of the townspeople, to
Among the many attractive fea party and lots of fun.”
Mrs. Albert Heath. Mrs. Laura Flag of the brave! thy folds shal’ fly,
gether with appropriate gifts.
tures prepared for the Womans
sign of hope and triumph, high.
Mrs. Ray Eaton went yesterday Hastings spent Friday with Mrs. The
Educational Club for Friday from
When speaks the signal trumpet tone
Heath.
And the long lire comes glkamlng on;
3 p. m. to 9 p. m„ with Mrs. Caro to Boston, to attend the Flower
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton OfNeil and Ere yet the life-blood, warm and wet.
Jones in charge cf 6 o'clock coffee Show. She will be the guest of Mrs. son Ronald were guests of Mr. and Has dimmed the glistening bayonet,
Each soldier eye shall brightly turn
SLASHING HIS WAY TO FAME
with box lunches, there will be a J. S. Bell, formerly Blanche Ballard Mrs. Allie Allen of Hope the past To
where thy sky-born giories bum.
| handcraft display by the N.Y.A. of Somerville, Mass.
And. as his . prirglng steps advance.
week.
6REATER THAN DUMAS’
Catch w; r and vengeance from the
girls in charge cf Mrs. Wilhelmina
glance
Miss Bertha Merrifield is visiting
And when the cannon mouthings loud
DASHING ADVENTURER! Fogg, d rector. As club poet, Mrs. Mrs. Jane W. Bird, who has been her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Ira Heave
in wild wreaths the battleCarl Moran, Jr, will give an au- with her daughter in Trenton. N. J.
shroud.
in Rockland.
I thor’s reading.
The afternoon left Sunday for a month’s stay at Hall
And gory sabers rise and fall
Miss Madeline King of East Like shoots of flame on midnight's
'speakers are two attorneys, Gilbert Coral Gables, Fla.
pall
Union
has returned home after
. Harmon.
subject,
“Vocational
Then shall thy meteor glances glow.
spending
two
weeks
with
Miss
And cowering foes shall sink beneath
Training," and Frank F. Harding,
Each gallant arm that strikes below
The W.C.T.U. is entertaining i Edita Dunbar.
subject "Juvenile Delinquency.”
That lovely messenger of death.
members
of
the
local
young
peo

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Williams of
Evening speakers are Headmaster
Flag of the seas! on ocean ware
stars shall glitter o'er the brave:
Edward W. Hincks of Kent’s Hill, ples societies and High Schocl Hallowell were overnight guests Thy
When death, careering on the gale.
students
at
a
Yourg
People
’
s
Rally
Saturday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifton
subject Current Problems and Dick
Sweeps darkly round the bellied .-all.
frighted waves rush wildly back
'Reed of the State Publicity force, Thursday night at 7.30 in the Con O'Neil. Mrs. O’Neil's cousin. Miss And
Before the broadside's reeling rack.
who will present pictures relative gregational vestry. Entertainment Dorothy Cassidy of Owl'a Head was Each dying wanderer of the sea
directed by Mrs. Mildred Elaisdell. also overnight guest. Mrs. O'Neil Shdl look at once to heaven and thee
to Maine's publicity output.
sm.le to see thy splendors fly
Mrs. Reta Robinson, Mrs. Lillian and son Ronald accompanied Mr. And
In triumph o’er hLs closing eye.
M„yoe will be followed by a talk and Mrs. Williams to their home in Flag of the free heart's hope and
on the work of the Youth Tem Hallowell for a week's visit.
home.
By angel hands to valor given.
l.iiu'ctrd Small presents
perance Councils by M:s. Mil
Thy stars have lit the welkin dome
dred Scott Washburn of Perry, INTERESTED DR. CLOUGH
And all thy hues were born in heaven.
Forever float that standard sheet!
State
director.
Youth
Temperance
Portland,
Mar«h
15
Where breithes the foe but falls be
°f
Councils are local units in a Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
fore us.
With
Freedom's soil beneath our feet.
youth movement organized in all
I was interested in the Rockville And Freedom's
banner streaming o'er
us?
the States and' some foreign coun article in your Thursday issue, by
—From Swinton's Fourth Reader,
tries rapidly growing in interest Iree Member. The names and courtesy
of a M-nhegan subscriber. *
and members—holdirg Summer places brought back memories of my
conferences and encampments in youth. Stephen Coombs was mv
Nurses enlisting with the Au
regional centers. The slogan is great uncle. The fife (flageolet)
stralian
army are not allowed to
“havlrg a gcod time with a pur was loaned to me for a while and
IOUIS HAYWARD
use
lipstick
or royge.
pose.” Mrs. Washburn has been I returned it as it was very dear to
SPECIAL
JOAN BENNETT
active in Y.T.C. for some time, at him. He operated a wheelright
ALL THIS WEEK
$5.00 MACHINELESS
tending encampments in New Eng shop cn the corner of the road
f GEO? CL land.
ar.d the National Conference leading to the Robbins farm.
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PERMANENT
FLORLNCE BATES ■ MONTAGUE IQyi
Part
of
the
building
is
still
stand

at
San
Francisco
in
1938.
She
is
FOR ONLY
Plus
BEAUTY SALON
also director of Junior Nature ing. The shop was powered by:
“INFORMATION PLEASE’
$3.50
Clubs in the Maine Federated steam and was quite modern for
10 SCHOOL
TODAY’
Garden Clubs. Refreshments will these days. He had a reputation!
Other Permanents
for
making
high
class
farm
wagons.
"WESTERN UNION”
be served bj% Mrs Minnie Cross,
STREET
with
$2-$3-$4-$5
ass-sted by Mrs. Hattie Bickmcre. I thought it a great privilege to run |
ROCKLAND
Randolph Scott
Mrs. Lena Stevens. Kate Brawn over to Rockville and operate the
BEAUTY AIDS. 35c
Robert Young
Opposite
Hostesses. Mrs. Clara Emery’. Mrs steam engine.
I still keep up my interest in
Velma
Olds,
Mrs.
Harold)
Greer.e,
Post
Office
GILBERTS
Mrs. Edith G.egpry. Mrs. Chris mechanics, making model steam
Beauty Salon
tine Dorr. Mrs. Nellie Magune. Mrs. and gasoline engines as a pass time
Tcl. 1078
Etta Stoddard and Mina Mabel hobby
PHONE
II?
175 MAIN ST..
D J. Clough, M. D I
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In Massachusetts a man has won
a prize for apple pie baking cham
pionship and he is 75 years old. It
takes most persons about that time
to learn to make a really good apple
pie This man said he had kept
house and done the cooking for 34
years.
* * • •
So Jan Valtin with his "Out of
the Night” is to be deported. Won
der how this country can get rid of
a mob of them who need to be "Put
over the water."
• * • e

A letter from Sweden to a friend
in South Africa was so heavily cen
sored that only one sentence could
be deciphered and read. It was
"We are full of beans.”
t * * ♦
“Salt of the Earth” is another
novel out by a Maine woman.
Fiances Wright Turner of Port
land, and the theme is naturally of
New England setting Mrs. Turner
is also a writer of poetry and be
longs to the Poetry Fellowship of
Maine.

0•*•

Will boats soon be in use in some
of the streets?
* * • «

Among the 249 banks in the
United States over 100 years cld.
“State Chat” says there are these
in Maine—Saco, Skowhegan, York,
Thomaston, Portland, Biddeford
and Gardiner.
• * ♦ •

The Junior Rubinstein Club is a
fine organization and has talent
that goes ahead of many older
clubs in the State. One member
that is going far in this profession
is Dorothy Havener. She has rare
ability and musical appreciation for
one of her years.
♦ • • •

“John, I think I hear a mouse
squeaking.”
John: "Well, do you want me to
get up and oil it?"
* * » «

Have you noticed how popular
ar.d' gcod! the new hard' candies arc?
They are growing better and bet
ter and they not only last longer
but are mere full of natural fruit
sweets.
• • • •
Did you realize that white pepper
is just well ripened black pepper?
And this reminds me of the man
who told me that all pepper is half
p's.
• • • •
An astronomical observatory was
established at Pieping, by the Tar
tar Kings in 1280 A. D
• • • •
Brotherhood of man urged and
a more national observance of good
will and neighborliness is ’being
suggested to cure the world of hate
But what can we do about Hitler?
Who wishes him for brother?
• • • •
Miss Marion E. Martin, desig
nated as a “political pilot” was
looking her lovely best from a Bos
ton newspaper recently.
This
Maine daughter is assistant to
chairman of Republican National
Committee and executive director
of National Federation of Women's
Clubs. Here is a political worker
that has honored her calling and
the State may well be proud of her
• • • ■

Unique Race Studied
Scientific workers and students
who have returned to Moscow arc
preparing, for publication the ma
terial they gathered on the Kubachinians, a people in the Caucasus
numbering only 2520. The head
quarters of this unique race is high
in the mountains in the Kubachi
village. It has flat-roofed houses
built of large stones, narrow street:
and tunnels under thp houses, an
cient fortress walls, towers and embattlements. Possessing an old cul
ture. the people are known far be
yond Russia's borders for their workin metal and jewelry and for their
skill in engraving and metal chas
ing.
• » ♦ •

Did ycu happen to hear the
“Honk, honk, honk' of the wild
geese? And were they the first
honk fcr Spring?
• * • •
$14.C09.000.000 cf gold in the bomb
proof treasury vaults at Fort Knox
Ky. This city of Fort Knox wa>
named fcr Cen. Henry Knox and
Washington might appropriate r
bit of that gold fcr Montpelier's
upkeep.
• • * •
Sir Frederick G Banting is dead
No man has a more valuable monu
ment than he gave to the world
with his insulin.
• • • •
“Y'ou hammer those nails lik:
lightning."
"You mean I’m a fast worker?"
"No. You never strike twice ir
the same place.
• * • *
During the early years of th(
19C0's cut at Seguin someone kep'
a register of hours of heavy fog anc
he registered fog for 2734 hour:
chat year.
• • • •
The United States Navy now ha:
a small base at Kiska, Alaska, f
town at the very tip of the Aleu
tian Island chain.
• • • •
Liquor -is declared an enemy t<
defense. Let It be banished.

At the recent Fourth Quarterly
Conference of Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church these key com
mittees were appointed for the
coning year.
Audit—Ernest Buswell, chairman,
George Gay, Miss Eva Rogers, H.
R. Winchenbaugh.
Church Board of Education—Le
roy A. Chatto, chairman, the pas
tor, Mrs. Thelma Stanley. Mrs.
Ruth Hoch, Ralph U. Clark. Miss
Eva Regers. Mrs. Laura Buswell,
Miss June Chatto, William Hop
kins, Harold Whitehill. Miss Ruth
Marston.
Church Beard of Missions and
Church Extension—H V Tweedie,
chairman, Leroy A Chatto, Ralph
U. Clark. Mrs. Ruth Hoch. Mrs.
Thelma Stanley, tire pastor. A. W.
Gregory.
Evangelism — H. V. Tweedie,
chairman, Mrs. Lorita Bicknell,
Mrs. Card Jillson, Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Mrs. Grace Lurvev.
Finance—A W. Gregory, chairmam. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Ralph
U. Clark, George B. Orcutt, H V.
Tweedie, Robert C. Gregory, Win
field L. Chatto.
Gcod Literature — Miss Ruth
Rogers, chairman, Mrs. Louise
Gregory, Mis. Madlcne Jackson.
Hospitals and Hemes—Leroy A.
Chatto, chairman, Mrs. Ruth Hcch,
Mrs Thelma Stanley.
Membeiship—Mrs. Ivy Chatto,
chairman. Mis, Vincie Clam, Mrs.
Louise Gregory, Mrs. Grace Lurvey. Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Mrs. Ida
Simmons, Mrs. Lizzie Smith, Mrs.
Thelma Stanley.
Music — Mrs. Lorita Bicknell,
chairman, the pastor, Ralph U.
Clark, Miss Ruth Regers. Mrs.
Lena Stevens.
Nominations—Tlie Pastor, chair
man, Ralph U. Clark, Mrs. Esther
Dolliver. Mrs. Louise Gregory, Mrs.
Ella Lurvey. Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Parish Visitation — Mis. Thelma
Stanley, chairman. Mis. Inez Ames,
Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs Vincie Clark.
Mrs.
Katherine
deRochemont.
Mrs. Esther Dolliver. Mis. Anna
Gay. Mrs. Milliccmt Gregory, Mrs.
Fern Horeyseck. Mrs. Grace Lur
vey, Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs.
Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Minnie
Rogers.
Parsonage — Mrs. Lena Stevens,
chairman. Miss Nellie Murch Mrs.
Ruth EIVngwocd. Mrs. Millicent
Gregory, Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Pastoral Relations — Ralph U.
Clark, chairman, Mrs. Ruth Elling
wood. George B. Orcutt, H. V.
Tweedie, H. R. Winchenbaugh.
Records — Mrs. Laura Buswell,
chairman, Miss Mae Chase, Mrs.
Shirley Rcllins.
Social Scraice — Mrs. Ida Sim
mons, chairman, M:s. Lena Ste
vens. the pastor.
Stewardship — Leroy A Chatto,
chairman. Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, A.
W. Gregory, Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Temperance — Ralph U. Clark,
chairman, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwocd.
Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs. Lena
Stevens, H. R. Winchenbaugh.
Ushers — Robert C. Gregory,
chairman, Winfield Chatto, Har
rison Dow, George Gay, Henry V.
Lurvey.

WARNER DANA BUXTON
North Haven mourns the loss of
one of Its Summer residents who
died Friday in Springfield, Mass.,
after an appendix operation Mr.
Buxton was 55, and president of
Buxton Inc., makers of leather bill
folds.
He was educated in Springfield,
Mass., and Harvard. He entered
bus ness with hLs uncle in Ben
nington. Vt but returned to Springfield in 1910, to organize with his
father, the L. A. W Novelty Co.
Tlie business expanded and in 1925
the firm of Buxton Inc. was
formed. Since then It has operated
with several branches in foreign
countries.
When a boy, Mr Buxton spent a
few Summers in North Haven, dat
ing back to the time when his lather
went there as a salesman to call on
1. S Staples a local business man,
who encouraged him to spend his
Summers in that community. They
ater occupied the Fred Wooster
house located on Long Nose. Bartett's Harbor. Mr. Buxton has said
nany times that the memories of
hose boyhood days had always lived
with him, so much so that when
he had become successful in busi
ness and was looking fcr a place to
turn to for rest and recreation he
eturned to North Haven to find
i place where this could be renewed.
He found the spot he liked which
was the Chaplin property and there
he built his modest little cottage
and named it Rock Haven. Ernest
Demmons entered his employ
iround 1936 and had been his right
hand man ever since. He later
bought the Fred Brown place which
he had re-modelled and had in
stalled cil heat which would enable
lim to have a comfortabe place to
est at any season. In January
le spent a week in this place and
ipparently was In good health and
naking further plans for improvng this place North Haven resi
dents enjoyed his visits and his
memories still Ive, fcr he was a
splendid type of man.
Services will be held this afterhocn f.cm the Congregational
Jhurch Longmeadow.
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the Taoist religion, when as a
young man he visited the home
of the great teacher. Even at
, that time, before the discovery of
paper, there was a written notation for the Ching made on stripe
Belfast since last Fall
Rehear- of bamboo. Many legendary tales
sals are held each Tuesday eve- have arisen about the Ching. Its
r.ing at the band hall, and already mention recurs frequently in all
talk is in the air about a public Ithe Chinese
arts:
literature,
concert when the orchestra be- drama, painting. Or.e story tells
ccmes efficient enough, for the of an enemy who surrounded the
purpose of raising funds with walls of a city while the men were
which to buy music. At present away hunting. In an attempt to
all expenses are borne by the mem- forestall a siege on the city, those
bers, but later it is hoped there who had been left behind sent a
will be sufficient funds for the es musician to the top of the wall
tablishment of a library of music. to play the Ching, and this placate
Ti'.e orchestra is composed of rpen the attacking hordes. Upon hear
and women. An invitation has ing the instrument, the enemy de
beei extended to musicians from cided that the inhabitants must
be too powerful and strong to
jurrcur.ding towns to Jcin.
• • • •
j overcome since they had the time
Augusta’s community orchestra to indulge in the arts associated
keeps faithfully at lehearsals, ar.d with the playing of the Ching, and
plans for a joint concert later in quietly dispersed. In the theatre,
the month w.th the Men’s ”Y ’ when the Ching Ls used on the
Singing Club and the Cecilia stage, it signifies the learnedness ;
Chorus. I will have a definite of the Individual, and does not
date a bit later for you. as it may mean that music is being played
b" possible for some of the lo< al in Chinese paintings of an old man
music lovers to attend this con- in an attitude of meditation, be
neath a willow, wih books and a
decanter cf wine by his side, there
The records of Chinese classical is usually an instrument in the
music played at the recent guest group.
It Ls almost always the
meeting of the Methebesec Club Ching.
fns.Unated me so much that I have
The Hsiao of the Phoenix Flute
The proposed “Rockland Airport," in the town of Owl’s Head as it will be laid out when completed. The road in the foreground is known as
procured through Miss Caroline is made cf bambeo. The pipe has
the Ash Point road and in the background may be seen the 'Keag river. The lines of the runways cross at the Poster farm, each being 350®
Jameson some information con— six holes and no reed The name feet in length and 50® feet in width, 150 feet of which will be the actual landing strip and the remainder a safety strip. Provisions have been
cerning the instruments and selec- 1 is derived frem a legend that the made
to extend the runways to 4TOO if needed and 700 feet in width. By making a slight change in the Ash Point and Ballvhac roads, the
tions used in the making of them. tore of the Hsiao was so sweet field could be made into a Class 4 airport, with runways in excess of 5000 feet.—Photo, by Cullen, from Charles Treat's plane.
Tradition ascribes the origin cf
phoenix bird, king of the
Chinese music to divine luspira- birds, paused in its flight to listen,
drive a knife t'.irust through the now. we are well cn the way to be will very shortly be fighting in this
t on ard its history is intermingled | Mention of the Hsiao gees as far A Southern View
very heart of democracy itself.
taken for the greater! ,-ccial. eco- war. The time will coiiubjyhen our
with legends and philosophical . back as the beginning cf Chinese
These things and more, a vital ncmic and political sleigh-ride in sons will be called upon to invade
dissertations. The names of the , history.
In Chinese folklore.
Florida Editor Handles the and courageous prea-r can reveal. iiLstory. It will be mo& than cost- continental Europe. And for what?
Emperors of Cliir.a, of Lao-tze. flutes are the instruments upon
Perhaps a nation which has
c;4..n4iAn unit, gio
Unfortunately for the ult.mate w»i- ly; it will be destructive of nearly
Cont ic.us and hLs dlsc»ple.c, have j which monks ard old men used to
War Situation With No
fare of
nation, too few of them every principle for which our na- grown so soft as to adopt the craven
always been linked with the music improvise to purify their souls
Gloves On a-Tall
are meeting that responsibility. It ticn has stood in the last 150 years, attitude that another country Ls
of anr.quity. Although it is not
____________
I is far easier to ride along with the But it is as inevitable as death fighting “our war” deserves no betknown how much has been writ- ; jv
n
•
The appended editorial whicn ap- popular current cf the moment be- itself.
ter fate than the one which lies
ter. on the subject, little is avail- | izOWD MCXlCO
HV
peared in the March 2d issue of the cause such a procedure offends fewIn cur small way, we have pro- immediately ahead.
able to us and the knowledge we
Miami Herald is published at the er readers and is less likely to ef- tested each and every move ealeuJolin S Knight
have of Chinese music has been
MTS Trecartin Concludes request of a wcd known Rockland feet the cash register adversely.
lated to undermine the sound foun------------------ —
gleaned from stories circulated
man who is Wintering in Florida.; And so it is with people,
dations which have sustained this GEORGES RIVER ROAD
through the centuries among ar
Memorable Trio—Pass and who writes: “A ‘ot of us see enough of them do their own rea- republic for generations,
A supper will be served in the
tists and teachers. The collection
it the same as this editor.
The soning. Straight thinking comes have done likewise but their outing Customs Was
Finnish
Church Thursday from 6.29
article follows;
of records used by Miss Jamescn
I only from a background obtained cries have been largely lost in a
Perfunctory
to
8
o'clock.
corsLsts of music of both eld ar.d
*****
through study and work.
wave of national hysteria which
It is exceedingly unpopular these 1 it Ls much simpler and far less seems to have engulfed all our pewr.ew Chiu, brought together with Editor cf The Courier-Gazette: ~
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
.
days to write anything that savors troublesome to- run with the crowd; ers to reason.
the hope of c:eating a better un
WORK WOVDFRS
Alvei
’
leaving
the
Pyramids
at
of
disagreement
with
the
Great
fto
i
e
t
some
one
else
think
for
you.
But
row
the
die
is
cast.
America
derstanding of this ancient art.
Prof. Wei Chung Loh plavs Teotihuacan, our guide drove us White Father and his strange as- Perhaps that explains the deluge
on instruments such as were used
north as far as Iximiguilpan. There soitment of wor.d reformers who of maudlin patriotism to which all
(airing the Confucian formalities
he left us to the mercy cf the a e now turning Washington into Of us have been subjected in the
and cld Chines; court oeremon.es manv
t,lrn.b„ mnnn a glorified Grand Hotel of interna- last few months It is becoming
centuries Ego. It is of interest to'
'
P turns of the moun_ tlcnal intrigue and national de- increasingly difficult to attend
rote that this collection! is the
tains whicd were partly covered ception.
even a movie without having one’s
first cf its kind to be presented in • by fog' making our return trip to
Nevertheless, it is still our privi- intelligence insulted by such obthis country
Laredo, Texas, a tedious drive.
iege to set down the truth as we vious propaganda and flag wavIt
was
market
day
in
one
of
,S€e 11 though the obstructors of ing that anyone with an I. Q. apWcl Chur.g Loh Is a native of
these
market
towns
when
we
drove
freedcm
of the P^s aRd the un' proaching normal limit feels cheap
Laanghai. When a little boy, he
dercover wire tappers are even now in being seen on the premises
through.
At
first
we
met
a
few
learned to play the Hsiao by hlmThis type of mawkish emotion
walking but as we drove hard at work to see that “certain
sel' — the Phcerix Flute upon people
„on the
..
,traffic .became very’ .heavy important
information
”
never
alism
reaches its absolute nadir in
,
,,
,
...
which he new plays—and became
„ ,
, .
.
, „ readies the general public. Free- the night club sector where star
as
we
met
hundreds
of
country'
folk.
.
„
,
.
„
.
.
,
.« j proficient tint he attracBed
..
,, .
... .
. . , dom of the air never really existed, pei formers of the F. Scott Fitz
th? attention cf a number cf mu all walking cr on a "donkey trot' A new. commentator w/o ,peaks gerald era are discovering that a
Qf turn„ ultimatel
u
sic teachers who undertook to carrying some article to trade in1
at
the
market.
They
were
apparI
ord
via
his
sor
that
h;s
re. finale which reveals an American
teach him other instruments. Lat
the
of the flag improperly displayed to the
er. he attended many music ently very poor people and must marks are harmi
strains cf God Bless America is a
supposed to
schools in ar.d arcund Shanghai have come from anywhere along product he
sure-fire way to bring down the
and taught at several of them. At the sides oi the mountains. We i jarize and a mere station owner house and make the manager be
to be so brash as to ex- lieve their act is still good.
present he is chairman and pro motored through this procession who
opinion of anything more
fessor in the Ta Tung National for 10 or 15 miles and with no press
In the Miami area, cafe society
i important than an umpire's deci- has jumped to its collective feet so
Music Research Institute. He is houses in sight only huts.
These people carried hens, tur- sjcn wouid £cou find himself with- many times when the orchestra
master of 30 instruments and has
appeared as soloist In concerts keys, bundles of wool, and led goats ou^ a jj^ense to operate.’
strikes up Irving Berlin's stirring
g ven in most of the leading cities or sheep; one woman was carry- ; Thanks to the press, however, the composition that ringside philoso
cf China ard the United States. ing on her back a half grown generai public learns that the sol- phers like Damon Runyon are con
Acknowledged to be the best Pi-pa black sheep. Perhaps she could diets in our own cantonments could vinced most of them really believe 1
player in the world, he is also one make better time by carrying it use some of the "bundles” we are God Bless America is our national
of the few people who cauv play than she could by leading it. Some daily sending abroad; that mem anthem.
Well, this country
the Ching, the only’ one to use it women were walking very fast and bers of congress who talk about
on the concert stage Prof. Wei at the same time spinning flax in “all-out aid short of war” really rude awakening.
came to the United States as Pi-pa to thread, while others were hurry mean War; that in return for pro
.cloL't and Director of Music of ing along actually sewing,on some visioning the 50 destroyers sent tc
tbe Chinese Cultural Theatre fancy work. Not one of these many ' England with every possible crea
Group which toured this country persons was riding—all walking or ture comfort, we are now enjoying
the "privilege” of being held up in
i' 1939 to raise funds for the trotting along.
Bermuda.
Newfoundland and other
It's
a
two-day
drive
from
Mexico
American Bureau for Medical Aid
tj China. While with this group, City to Laredo where our car with outposts of the British Empire by
selfish, greedy landowners who in
he was praised by critics all over all its “wares and tares" was duly sist that Uncle Sam must pay their
inspected.
All
fruit
was
thrown
out.
the country for his magnificent
prize for the ground we need to es
"Any liquors?"
artistry.
tablish naval and military bases;
“
No
liquors."
The instruments used for the
that provisions of the lend-lease
"Okay.”
records were the Erh-Hu, the Pibill
are actually in effect even
Blankets, pottery, rugs, dishes,
pj. the Ching the Hsiao or Phoenix
though the
four
suit
cases
and
"what
not"
. bill has not yet been
Flute ard the Tl-Tze or Horizonby congress; that we are
rl Flute. The Erh-Hu is a 2- were all carried into the Custom
House only to he carried right out “1!ed upo",to
■■’I"™"*1
stringed viclin. It is generally
J
rifices while "refugees from a
thought that it was Introduced in
j
,, .v
dozen lands saunter about the
y P
gathering places in New
to Ch na from Tibet during the . Tl5' f v, •
tend
to
look?
”
Chou Dynasty. 1122-222 B. C. The
York, Miami Beach and Palm Beach
"Rules is rules. Ma'am."
.• it nr cf the instrument is fashwearing enough jewels to equip half
After our wonderful trip to a a dozen base hospitals in belea
icned of teakwood and the soundforeign
land, here we are home guered England; that anyone who
ir ? box is of bamboo covered with
did_we find here on even dare& question the propriety
-nake skin. The bridge is also of
bamboo and the strings are made Feb. 22? Three (Mexican governors of any move made by this admin
• f twisted silk. When played, the with a host of Mexican citizens istration is immediately made the
bowstrings fit between the strings and many bands and floats here to target for a smear campaign; that
cf the instrument and the bow is help in Laredo's celebration of the , the most vociferous Shouters for
h<ld so that the artist can con- Father of her Country. In Maine war have given no visible evidence
we have witnessed for many years of their burning desire to rush
irol its strings with his fingers.
The Pl-pa was introduced into the Canadians of New Brunswick to the colors; that there is
China abcut the same time as the help celebrate Independence Day, confusion on every hand in our
Lrh-hu. It. too. is a string in- and now it thrills us to come to preparations for defense; that la
s.iument. Tlie back is made of the Southern border and witness bor is gradually playing into the
teakwoed, the front of topazwood; these Mexicans help Texans cele hands of those who would like to
see it regulated entirely by gov
the s:rir.gs. as on all Chinese brate Washington's Birthday.
Our grand trip into a land of ernmental edict; that few of our so:s.ringed isstruments. are of silk.
Some of the frets are horn, some antiquity is over but we have made called statesmen have the courage to
bamboo Tlie range of the Pi-pa a vow to accept more of this un-1 advocate the only form of national
is 4’i octaves. No pick is used bounded hospitality at some near tax that will ever enable us to baldate. We shall long remem- ar.ee our budget for normal govlor plucking the strings—the per- future
b?r all the sincere, cordial kind- I ernmentai operations—a national
fo:mer uses his nails. Altogether
nesses we received from our Mexi- ! manufacturers’ sales tax payable at
there are 35 known techniques for can
neighbors.
■ the source; that as a people we
playing the Pi-pa.
Anne Trecartin [should be constantly on the alert
The Ching is the most illustrious
against infmgements of civil liber
ef Chinese lnstrumentM. It is tiie
ties and our inalienable rights
instrument of philosophers, and APPLETON
which are more in jeopardy today
the learned. The invention af
Don't forget the Radio Reund-up than ever before in the history of
Tlie Ching is attributed to the Revue tonight at the Grange hall. our republic and that Under the
half let”ndary Yellow Emperor Lou Anne, singing cow girl, and camouflage of "preserving democraFutze, who lived in the year 2851’ Billy Sunshine Comedy Co., Adm.. cy." cur legislators at Wallington
P C. Confucius played it and 20 cents. Show starts at 8.15—adv.- are today preparing to pass a bill.
ROCKLAND. MAINE, TELEPHONE 475
Is said to have heard it at the
ironically numbered 1776. which,
court of Lao-tze, the founder of
Subscribe to Tbe Oourler-Oasette wnen In complete operation, will
iil rOUl FORD DtAlii flUt

Belfast joins ranks with
Maine cities in forming a
munity orchestra. It will
Ary Duller as director—Mr. Dulfer. as ycu knew. being the supervlsor of public school music in

W

Molly was not surprised when
Simcn told her that they were
going to Stoneville. Though he
had not often mentioned his de^
. .
<dre to return to his home town
..ire io re.u

for the first time since his boyheod.
Molly had been aware that the day
wculd come.
And, having been married to
Simon for 16 years, Molly had pre

pared herself during all this time
to meet that day bravely.
After all. it wasn't as if Simon
had r.ot told her evrything. He
had been entirely fair with her.
Before they had married, Simon
had tcld her about Emily, the gill
he had left, behind him, the girl
he had really loved. But he'd said,
“Nevertheless. I think we can make
a go of it. Molly . . . you and I We
can be companions because our
tastes ccincic’c ard many mar
riages are built on that fact alone.”
Ard companions they had been,
though for her part it had been
mere than that. She’d married
Simcn because she loved him, be
cause he'd been the only man in
her life. She loved him so much,
in fact, that she had not even ex
perienced jealously for the gill
who held and always would held
Slmcns heart.
Perhaps it had been a bit hard
at first, but there had been con
solation to enter late. The con
solation that she had encouraged a
young man with literary ambitions
to the point where he was today
one of the highest paid playwrights
living.
Simon never pretended that he
cculd have done it atone. He let
oecple knew that his w.fe was in a
great measure responsible for his
success. It had given Mclly an
inner glcw to realize that Simon
really felt that way.

It had been

a post to lean against os ihe years
slipped by.
Though Molly had of etui t known
that Simon's chief reason for warn
ing to return to his heme town was
to see Emily again, she did not
know until they were on the train
cound for Stoneville that Simcn
carried with that desire another
motive—that ot revenge.
For years. Mclly, I’ve tried to
think of how I can get even with
Jim Lane for writing that, note
that broke up Emily and me. All
this time I’ve been wondering how
I cculd make Jim Lane feel cne-

tenth of what I felt when I
the lights of Stoneville fading out
‘ of sight behind me 17 years ago.
Ar.d. at last. I think I knew;
i Molly , was alarmed
at the inurh
, . hts eyes as he
flames leaping into
sajd
R
startling
simon’s eyes take on that hue
when she knew tliat ordmariij
Simon was as easy going and as
tolerant as they came.
, ‘ What are ycu going to do?'
Her voice sounded a bit. shaky
1 Simon looked at her and laughed,
though without mirth.
“Don’t let me alarm you. sweet
heart," he said. “This Ls an age
cf subtlety. Murders and fistic
combats aren’t nearly as effective

as the anguish one can suffer
mentally.-’
“What are you going to do"
she repeated, trying this time to
speak more calmly.
“Jim Lane runs the only book
shop in Stoneville,” came the reply
quietly. "My idea is to rent a va
cant store there, fill it up w.th all
the best sellers and other accesscries and push Jim Lane directly
out of business.”
“But why shculd they trade in
your store rather than Jim’s
“What is at the roots of that
beautiful flame-colored hair, m.v
sweet?
With the great Simon
Whitcomb
(V’opr.etor.
will buy bocks of,, him just to see
what a successful writer locks like
And habit has a strange effect on
human nature. Once I get them
info the habit cf coming. thej’U
trade in my shop from sheer force
of habit, whether Im there or
not.”
“This means Ye’ll be staying in
Stoneville fcr hew long?”
"1 g.ve myself five weeks. Sugar,
for my victory over injustice"
So astonished1 was Jim L^ne at
tlie sight of SftiWn Whitcomb when
he opened the door to Simon and
his wife, to touch him with a
toothpick wculd have knocked lum
over. Both men. however, were
almost successful, in concealing
their true regard for each other
Jim was overjoyed at seeing
Simon again. Simon was over
joyed at seeing Jim. Jim was glad
to meet Molly. Molly was glad to
meet Jim. Simon didn't lock a b.:
different than Jim remembered
him. Well, Jim hadr/t chang'd
much either.
(To be continued)
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Coming SundayJ
A Thrilling Double!

HORROR SH|

See How the BIG 1941 FORD OUTMEASURES the
“Other Two”... Drive It and Discover a Great New Ride!

.COMQDORO
SSL Hota

Wide Wl

Former Governor VV/Tl
of ConnectiJ

TheMONS
and the C
"• CHILLS

THE MAI

DOCTOi
BASIL RAT

SEE THE MAN WITH THE

ORANGE “MEASURING
STICK"!

EET the man with the
"Measuring Stick.” See for
yourself how Ford stands head
and shoulders above the others
in size and roominess this year!
Actual measurements show
that the Ford has the greatest
inside length—greatest total seat
ing width — most knee-room —
largest windshield—and the most
passenger room of them all.
With its wonderful size and
roominess —goes a great new
Ford ride — unbelievably soft,
smooth and quiet! It’s a ride
made possible by the new “SLOWMOTION SPRINGS’’ —plus im
proved shock absorbers, a new
stabilizer and a more rigid frame.
You'll find faster pickup this
year. There’s new style! New in
terior luxury! More all-round
value than your dollar ever
bought before. See this great
Ford car—get our big “deal.”
Come in—let’s talk trade now.

M

WALL

A COMPLETEI
You will be ple|
SEE 01
LEFT-OVEI

MOODY’I
TEL. 12-12,

An EARFUL OF SILENCE You’ll Lfte

S MO CHAMOIS Bring New QuietneJ*
of Ride to the Low-Price Fielul I.New
Sound Deadening Throughout . 3. New
Bodv Rigidity. 3. Body Rubber-Insu
lated Completely from Frame 4. Suf
fer Frame. S. Curved Disc Wheels to
Absorb Road Rumbles.
BE WISE-BUY HOW! Far tk* but DmI
in town see Your Local Ford Dealer

LUCIEN

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
WALDOBORO, MAINE

«
F01 lOW-COff HNANC1NC

TEIJEPHONB 61

16 SCHOOL ST!

